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Precision Tuner Service
t

ALABAMA:

524 32ND STREET SOUTH

BIRMINGHAM. ALA. 35222

TEL 205, 3232657

CALIFORNIA-NORTH:
4611 AUBURN BLVD.
SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 95841
TEL

TEXAS-EAST:
4324 16 TELEPHONE RD.
HOUSTON. TEX. 77032

MOPAC LANE

LONGVIEW. TEX. 75601
TEI

214, 753-4334

COLORADO:

4958 ALLISON ST
ARVADA, COLO. 80001

TEL. 303, 423.7080

3614 LAMAR AVE.
MEMPHIS, TN. 38118

TEL, 901, 3651918

FLORIDA-SOUTH:

12934 NW 7th AVE
MIAMI, FU. 33168
TEL. 305, 685.9811

now available near you

HOME OFFICE-INDIANA:
5233 S. HWY 37
BLOOMINGTON. IND. 47401
TEL. 812, 8249331

3116 MERRIAM LNE
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS 66100

TEL 913, 8311222

METAIRIE, LOUISIANA 70

TEL. 504. 8851349

MARYLAND:

.

tuner shaft guide

KANSAS:

LOUISIANA:
2914 WYTCHWOOD DR.

1975 tuner replacement guide and
parts catalog no. 4 ... stop ... 96 pages
of top tuner information ... stop ...
. blow-ups of all types of vhf and uhf
tuners for easy parts identification ...

... stop ... largest exact tuner replacement guide available in the industry
... stop ... antenna coil replacement
guide ... stop ... multifit replacement

TENNESSEE:

FLORIDA-NORTH:
1918 BLANDING BLVD
JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 32210

TEL 904, 389:9952

TI TT1

... new pts products ... stop ... new 1974-

TEL. 713, 6446793

TEXAS-NORTH:

CALIFORNIA-SOUTH:
51!1 UNIVERSITY AVE
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 9210',
TEL. 714. 280 7070

916. 482 6220

fffiti?

1105 SPRING ST.
SILVER SPRING. MD. 20910

TEL. 301, 5650025

4 16

(
MASSACHUSETTS:

191 CHESTNUT ST.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01103

TEL 413, 7342737

... stop ...

available for $2.00 ... stop .
PENNSYLVANIA-WEST:
257 RIVERVIEW AVE. W.
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15202

... redeemable with min.
MICHIGAN:

order... stop..,

TEL. 412, 761 7648

13709 WEST B MILE RD
DETROIT, MI. 48235
TEL 313. 862-1783

pts elex
PENNSYLVANIA-EAST:
1921 S. 70th ST.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19142
1EL. 215, 724-0999

MINNESOTA:

815 WEST LAKE ST.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55408
TEL

OREGON:

5220 N E SANDY BLVD.
PORTLAND, OREGON 97213

TEL. 503, 282 9636

OKLAHOMA:

OHIO-SOUTH.

3007 N MAY

US TUNER SERVICE

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 73106

8180 VINE ST
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45215
TEL 513, 821 2298

TEL. 405, 9471013

OHIO-NORTH
682 STATE RD.
LI EVELAND, OHIO 44134
ET

216, 845 4480

NORTH CAROLINA.
724 SIEGt E AVE

CHARIOITE. N.C. 28205
TEL 704, 332.8007

N.Y. CITY-NEW JERSEY:
158 MARKET ST
E PATERSON, N.J. 07407
TEL

201, 791-6380

NEW YORK:
993 SYCAMORE

612, 8241333

MISSOURI:
ST.

BUFFALO, N.Y. 14212

TEL. 716.891:4935

8456 PAGE BLVD
ST LOUIS, MO. 63130
314, 428-1299

TEL

LET US TAKE CARE OF YOUR TUNER PROBLEMS...
PTS will repair any tuner-no matter how old or new --black & white or color-transistor or tubes
-varactor or electronically tuned-detent UHF. 8 hour service is a must!

...THIS IS THE SERVICE WE OFFER:
1. Fastest Service -8 hour-in and out the same day. Overnight transit to one of our
strategically located plants.
2. Best Quality-Your customers are satisfied and you are not bothered with returning

tuners for rework.
3. PTS uses only ORIGINAL PARTS! No homemade or make -co, inferior merchandise (this
is why we charge for major parts!). You get your tuner back in ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT
condition
4. PTS is recommended by more TV Manufacturers than any other tuner company.
5. PTS is overhauling more tuners than all other tuner services combined.

I

=Fast

8 hr. Service!

VHF, UHF

1 YEAR GUARANTEE

We offer you finer, faste

Precision

ELECTRONICS, INC....

UV -COMBO

IF-SUBCHASS!S

Major parts and shipping
charged at cost.
(Dealer net!)
Over 4000 exact tuner replacements available for $14.95 up
(new or rebuilt)

...Number ONE and still trying harder!

Tuner Service

(Not a Franchise Company)
.

.

.
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Rut r matic
Dual Channel/Dual Trace
5" Scope/Vectorscope
a

a

11:11:213
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Automatic Horizontal Sweep
Automatic Trigger
Automatic Vertical Inp_it
Automatic operation is the key and virtually error
free accuracy is your bonus with this unique 5"
Dual Trace Scope. The advanced design evert lets

you read between the anges n any position, as
easily as you can with analog VTVM's or VOM's.
High reliatility PC boards assure long term
dependability while a high intensity CRT delivers
excellent contrast. It features: separate or
simultaneous sweep disp ay. Ch 1 & 2 - altlynate,
chopped, auto/ norm tr gger; 10MHz b'width;

LEADER

10irnifp-p/cm to 204/p-o/cm vert'l sensitivity in '1
calib. steps; 0.54 S/cn to 0.2S/cm sweep range,
13 steps calib.; )1.5 mag.; XY and vectorscope
displays. Compact, lightweight, economical.

569 "

MODEL LI30-506

Complete wIth prabes ttrminal adapters. lest leads

-Put Us To The Test"

lrsiruments Corp. 151 Dupoi: Si., P!ainview. L.I . N.Y. 11803
.

(515) 822-9300
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The new Mallory
CA3 Intrusion Alarm.

Reliable.
Standby, instant and
delay alarm settings.

Remote on/off lockswitch
connection.

On/off switch for built-in
two -minute horn.

Panic button
connections.

Outlet for remote
lamp, bell, horn or

Closed circuit wired
perimeter connection.

siren-energized
when detection
Occurs.

Al101Y

Knob control foi
slow or fast
response to
movement.

#41 a VAr
1011130101

$1scull

120 Vat 3

A102

0

50011 C.

23623

Novo

I

yr.,

OM,

ut.1111

i*j.c-', 19"

'ICI VAC ID
1

.1.1

(And inconspicuous.)
This area -and -perimeter device creates and transmits an ultrasonic wavelength field for detection up
to a distance of 20 feet. And because of its modern
design and walnut -grain finish, the CA3 is attractive

and inconspicuous enough to pass as a radio or
in the perimeter circuit) activates the built-in horn
and the remote outlet for two minutes. An automatic

latterin

Capacitors

false alarms from line transients and insects. A
variety of companion indoor or outdoor accessory
devices is available.

stereo tuner.
Virtually any movement by an intruder (or a break

MALLORY

reset handles the possibil ty of a new or renewed
intrusion. And special CA3 circuitry guards against

The Mallory CA3 Ultrasonic Intrusion Alarm.
From the manufacturer of the most complete line
of do-it-yourself security products. Another sound
reason to see your Mallory distributor today.

MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS COMPANY

a divIalon of P. H. MALLORY 8: CO. INC.
HAM 1281. Indlanapolia. Indiana 46206: Telephone: :317.856.3731
Controls

Security Products

OURATAPE

DuRACELLft DURATAPE. and SONALE
.

.

.

Pesistors

Semiconductors

" are registered trademarks or P

SONALERT

Switches

Timing Devices and Motors

Mallory & Co Inc
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY
Total TV Sales to Dealers Down 7.7% During First Eight Months of 1974
Statistics compiled and released by the Marketing Services Department of the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) reveal that total unit sales of color and black -and white TV during the first eight months of this year were 7.7 percent below sales during
the same period last year. Unit sales to dealers of all other consumer entertainment
electronic products, except home FM radio, also were below levels during the same
period last year.
UNIT SALES TO DEALERS
Jan. -Aug. 1974 Vs. Jan. -Aug. 1973
(Source: EIA Marketing Services Dept.)
1974
1973
PERCENT CHANGE
TELEVISION
Monochrome
- 9.1
3,689,724
4,057,149
4,917,145
8,606,869

5,265,383
9,322,532

- 6.6
- 7.7

6,753,259
11,125,106
17,878,365
6,401,553
24,279,918

9,158,928
10,083,979
19,242,907
8,220,275
27,463,182

-26.3

2,128,678
470,866
TOTAL PHONOGRAPH
2,599,544
*Includes compact and component systems

3,177,057
492,142
3,669,199

Color

TOTAL TELEVISION
RADIO
AM
FM

TOTAL
AUTOMOBILE
TOTAL RADIO
PHONOGRAPH

Portable and Table*
Console

+10.3

- 7.1

-22.1

-11.6
-33.0

- 4.3

-29.2

Zenith National Service Manager Tells Electronic Servicers Zenith
Has No Plans to Enter Retail Service Business
Zenith Radio Corporation is not in the retail service business, it never has been,
and it has no plans to engage in such in the future, the company's national service manager told two separate electronic-servicer audiences recently.
Speaking before the National Electronic Service Dealers Association (NESDA) convention in Kauai, Hawaii, August 9, and the National Alliance of Television and Elec-

tronic Service Associations (NATESA) convention in Chicago, August 16, Brian J.
Marohnic, national service manager of Zenith, told members of these associations, "It
is unlikely that we will ever make a product that will not require service sometime;
however, if service is needed, it will be independent TV service technicians who will be
doing it, not Zenith."
EIA Schools Prepare Minority Groups for Careers in Consumer
Electronic Servicing
The Electronic Industries Association (EIA) Consumer Electronics Group, in cooperation with the Chicago Board of Education, officially opened its fourth Electronic Opportunity Training School at the Industrial Skill Center in Southwest Chicago, on June 11.

The school, and others similar to it in New York City; Detroit, Michigan; and
Hickory, North Carolina, are designed to provide minority groups with instruction in
the servicing of consumer electronics. Students receive more than 800 hours of detailed
instruction over a period of approximately 48 weeks.
Speaking at the opening ceremony, Frank Steckel, EIA/CEG advisor and Appalachian
University professor, said, "More than 30,000 technicians are needed now to service the
growing number of consumer electronic products. Hopefully this pilot program will not
only prove to be helpful in filling this important need but will also give minority citizens
yet another opportunity to pursue a productive career."
The EIA/Consumer Electronics Group, through its Service Technician Development
Program, provides television sets, test equipment, training materials, money and knowledge from its members and combines it with local resources to establish these local programs.

The EIA/CEG's experience with the first three schools reportedly has been encouraging. Data gained from these and the newest school in Chicago will go into plans for
other schools being considered for such cities as St. Louis, Los Angeles and Miami.
4
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ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATION DIGEST
Information about the activities of national, state and local associations of electronic servicers, dealers and manufacturers. Material
for publication in this department should be addressed to: Service
Association Digest, ET/D, 1 East First St., Duluth, Minn. 55802.

NARDA membership dues have been increased from
$75 per year to $100, effective January 1.
Conventions:

Georgia Electronic Technicians Association 1974 State
Convention, Nov. 15-17, Buccaneer Lodge, Jekyll Island,
Georgia.

NESDA Elects Officers for '74-'75 Term
Members of the National Electronics Service Dealers
Association (NESDA), at the Association's annual convention in Hawaii in August, elected the following officers:
Charles R. Couch, Jr., CET, Florida, president (his second term); Leroy Ragsdale, Arkansas, senior vice presi-

dent (a newly established office); Virgil Gaither, CET,
California, secretary; Jack Kelly, CET, Arizona, treasurer; Norman Smith, Connecticut, 1st region vice president; Warren Baker, CET, New York, 2nd region vice
president; John McPherson, CET, Virginia, 3rd region
vice president; Thomas Ruth, CET, North Carolina, 4th
region vice president; Gerald Hall, Wisconsin, 5th region
vice president; George Simpson, Texas, 6th region vice

National Electronic Service Dealers Association 1975
National Convention, August 13-20, 1975, Hyatt House,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
NATESA Member in Zenith TV Commercial

Nick Patis, a Chicago -area member of the National
Alliance of Television and Electronic Service Associations

(NATESA), is appearing this fall in a nationally aired
Zenith TV commercial. In the commercial, Patis tells why
he prefers Zenith color TV. The segment in which Patis

appears was shot at his TV service shop in the Chicago
area.

NATESA Officers Re -Elected to One -Year Terms

president; Charles Varble, Missouri, 7th region vice-president; Paul Dontje, CET, Colorado, 8th region vice president; James Rolison, Oregon, 9th region vice president;
and Everett Pershing, California, 10th region vice presi-

Members of the National Alliance of Television and
Electronic Service Associations (NATESA), at that Association's annual convention in Chicago in August, re-

dent.

elected the following officers: Leon Skalish, Pennsylvania,

Total NESDA membership, as of July, was 2,434. The
state with the largest number of NESDA members is Cali-

fornia (661), followed by Texas (263) and Wisconsin
(134).

president; Philip Holt, New York, vice president; H. 0.
Eales, Oklahoma, secretary general; and Howard Larson,
Michigan, treasurer.
THE BEST IN KITS - SURPLUS ELECTRONICS

CET Exam Fee Increased to $20
The International Society of Certified Electronic Tech-

FREQUENCY COUNTER

nicians (ISCET) has announced that, effective January
I, 1975, the fee for Certified Electronic Technician (CET)
exams will be increased from the present $10 to $20. The
fee includes one free retake. Additional retakes will be
$10.

ISCET also has announced a new initiation fee of $5.
ISCET Elects New Officers

The International Society of Certified Electronic Technicians (ISCET), a subsidiary of the National Electronic
Service Dealers Association (NESDA), at a meeting in
Hawaii in August, elected the following new officers:
Larry Steckler, CET, chairman; Robert Cook, CET, California, vice chairman; Jesse B. Leach, CET, Maryland,
treasurer; and Gordon Turnbull, CET, Winnipeg, Canada,
secretary.

NARDA Changes Name, Adds New Division
The Association formerly called the "National Appliance

& Radio -TV Dealers Association (NARDA)" has been
restructured into a two -division association called NARDA
Inc. The restructuring and change of name were approved

by the board of directors of NARDA at a meeting at the
University of Notre Dame, South Bend, Indiana, on August 11.

One division of NARDA Inc. is now known as the "National Appliance & Radio -Electronics Dealers Association," and the other division is the "National Association
of Retail Dealers of America," which is open to all retail
firms regardless of the types of products they sell.

SPECIFICATIONS

AIRCRAFT/AUTO/BOAT OUARTZ
CRYSTA, CHRONOMETER
Revolutionary!. arm Ow reaction of our custornees
when May saw our West Yet Mereurene telly 2,"
291- 2 3/8", and cc aaaaa tole seconds month, this
chronometer promos. to entwely replace mechanical
docks in can. boats and airplanes
P.O into Renders. 2%" enstrument pane. cutout Me

...splays ere bright L.E.D. doPleys it,., ,Mold last
liteterne. Sewing cantrols ere recessed and oPerld
Nom a pointed object such as a pence. pant or p.m
en order to Item non nuthoresed hods off TM
dock should only have to be reset at vent flroe!
intervals, Or In th ment of power low le replerme

be., en cm) Tx clock is termed so that the mune
comas am Oweys running, but the cksplees tee only

In when the
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power drain The ITV Poe* 0.0 POlauble basso,. of
a new One chip NOS clock cermet developed for
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0 34 Volt Adapter

56950
.

S99 SC

510.00

51.00
[1 Flyback trarstorrner
1N4004 1 Amp, 400 PIV diode -$1.00/10
51.00/13
(1 1N4148/914 Sd. diodes
31.00/7
II Red LED's
11 Green LED's

Il Yellow LED's

91.0013

9.50
UNCTIONS
event counts, pec.$1,15
DISPLAY Sr. cold can

III20
t.tatt t,
Conunii t,..
Each doll, 0 5'
seconds, or ,retinae Menu* re ser
high, total Hewing width,4 5 In
filler window

I

1,000 KHz quartz
FREOUENCY STANDARD
HC6/U holder
count
ACCURACY Adiustable to f 0005",

r',

1

Time base seIr1t
CONTROLS.
switch, displayo time adnpiuus;

INPUT:,

iC
comparable, 0 to .5 VDC. DC cutap,e0,1,,art1 at .1,, o.

2 Volts. positive/0mo
INPUT RANGE D.C.to 50 MHz. minimum SNS pulse width
1Intemall gate output. internal lime
OUTPUTS1BNC Type)
Nue output II MHrl
5010 CO Hr, 15 VA
ENERGY 105 to 125 VAC
OPERATING TEMPERATURE 0 to 50 Celbus132 to 1226/
Integrated COCUItt, 26. silicon pan
SEMICONDUCTORS
sistol, I. silicon diodes. 6.
Components on two G 10
CONSTRUCTION METHOD
glass -epoxy circuit boards.
Steel chassis and cover, wise top mount on
ENCLOSURE

non marring feet.
DIMENSIONS. OVERALL
3 3/8 m. deep.

6 m high a 10110 in wide

Shipping Weight.
WEIGHT- e'o lb 12.04 kg .l
'RILES Po, $1 59.50 Wired, 9210.00

7

lbs.

F0B

0 3 HEIGHT L E D NUMERIC
DISPLAYS

a.m. pow um

m nem

$1.00/3
$4.50

5001 Calculator Chip
MAO
1) 5005 Calculator Chip
31.0014
[I I.C. Sockets TO -5
I.C. Sockets 14 pin Dip
41.00/3
91.00/3
[I I.C. Sockets 16 pin Dip
31.00/3
I.C. Sockets 8 pin Dip
(I Bridge Rect. 2 Amp, 400 PIV
$1.00
NE540 35 Watt Pow. Amp ...... _ $2.50
II 2N6233 TC-66 250V. NPN .....
33.00
11 Calculator Keyboard
[17490
.51.00
9.75
11 4001
11 $2.00 Sup*, Large C.atalogus... FREE

FREE CATALOG
CHARGES WELCOME
B.&F.ENTERPRISES
119 Foster St.
Peabody, Mass. 01960
Phone (617) 531-5774
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TECHNICAL DIGEST
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The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.
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The type of brightness control circuitry employed in

this chassis includes a black level clamp circuit. This circuit provides DC restoration, and the clamp level adjustment sets the peak limit of black video information. This,
in turn, sets the minimum limit of picture tube beam current. It operates in conjunction with the brightness limiter
circuit, which provides regulation of high-level picture
tube beam current. The result is a stabilized brightness to -contrast ratio during variations of scene intensity.
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Color TV Chassis MIO-Brightness and Contrast Control Adjustment
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111
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Correct operation of the clamp and brightness limit
circuitry depends on proper adjustment of the black -andwhite tracking controls.
Although the BRIGHTNESS control affects the overall pic-

ture tube brightness, it also sets the black clamp level. The
CONTRAST control not only affects the amount of video
drive, but also sets the brightness level of white information that is contained in the picture.

The complete procedure, including the clamp level
brightness and contrast adjustments, is as follows:
1) Apply power to the TV set and allow it to warm up
for 15 minutes.
2) Perform the black -and -white tracking procedure, if
needed.

4) Tune the TV receiver to a strong local station.
5) Rotate the COLOR control fully counterclockwise, to
remove all color information from the TV screen.
6) Rotate the CONTRAST control fully counterclockwise
to its minimum position.
7) Rotate the BRIGHTNESS control fully clockwise to its
maximum position.

8) While observing the darkest areas in the picture,
rotate the BRIGHTNESS control counterclockwise until the
darkest areas just turn black. (Note: This adjusts the opercontinued on page 8

The HP 5381A counter covers 10 Hz to 80 MHz

111.11111-

with the highest performance available for the
money: Sharp seven -digit LED readout. High
stability internal time base. 25 mV sensitivity.
Three -position input attenuator. External oscillator
input. Ratio measurement capability. Extremely
rugged dust -free case.
Ideal for applications such as production line
testing, service and calibration, frequency monitoring, education and training.

-I L
I

I_ I

GATE TIME

I

LI

I

CI

I

I

I_
I_ I

I

_I

PT TENUATOR

INPUT

LINE

225 MHz for just $450:'

02406

grn538 I A 80 MM. FREQUENCY COUNTER .EwLETTpAcR'A M 0

HEWLETT ikr PACKARD
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
1501 Page 14.11 Rosa Palo Alto. Cahlorn,a 94 304

'Domestic USA prices only

... for more details circle 1111 on Reader Service Card
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a)

al

3) Switch off the COLOR MASTER control, if used.

A professional 80 MHz counter for $249.

The HP 5382A counter has all the features of the
5381A over an expanded frequency range of 10 Hz
to 225 MHz. Plus an eight digit display and optional temperature compensated crystal
oscillator ($100)*.
As you might expect from HP, both counters
come with the same warranty and service back-up
as our costliest test equipment. And both meet
IEC safety specs.
For complete information call your nearby
HP field engineer. Or, write.

,2

Cal7

1M1

FOR INNOVATIONS IN LOW-COST TEST EQUIPMENT, THINK HP

Or go all the way to

151,

0101

1111
331

STILL ONLY

ONLY

ALL PARTS
INCLUDED

PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS.

Universal Replacerrent Tuner CI7..-95
-.-

(In

Canada $15.95)

This price buys you a complete new tuner
built specifically by SARKES TARZIAN INC.
for this purpose.
All shafts have a maximum length of 101/2"
which can be cut to 11/2".
450mA or 600mA.

VHF Or UHF Any Type $9.95.
UHF/VHF Combo $15.00.

parallel and series

In this price all parts are included, tubes,

transistors, diodes, and nuvistors are charged

extra. This price does not cover mutilated
tuners.

Fast efficient service

at

Customized tuners are available at a cost of
In Canada
only $15.95; (with trade-in $13.95) si7 95/$15 95)
Send in your original tuner for comparison

our conveniently

located service centers.

All tuners ultrasonically cleaned, repaired,
realigned and air tested.

purposes.

HEADQUARTERS
ARIZONA
CALIFORNIA

TSC

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 47401
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85713
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91601
BURtINGAME, CALIF. 94010
MODESTO. CALIF. 65351
TAMPA, FLORIDA 33606
1,IIALEAH, T'L R1DA 33013

FL
ORGIA

INOIS

...

G

V(CHAMPAI
,

CHICAGO
SIC

AMMONIT

KENTUCKY 4,
LOUISIANA
MARYLAND
MISSOURI
NEVADA
.

NEW JERSEY
OHIO
OREGON

TENNESSEE

WATCH US

TEXAS
VIRGINIA
CANADA

INDIANAPO

RGIA 30310
LLNOIS 6182
S 60611

537 S. Walnut Street
P.O. BoI 4534, 1528 EL 6th St.
10654 Magnolia Boulevard
1324 Marsten Road
123 Phoenix Avenue
1505 Cypress Street
906 East 25th Stv
938 Gordon Street 4.
405 Rant University $

55th Street
West Brown Stre

71,347.1.,Prest

60076

833 Grand Avenue

ANA 46323

S. INDIANA 46204

2

r.orrisviLLE, KENTUCKY 4020

St. Clair Street

Tel. 812-334-0411
Tel. 602-791-9243
Tel. 213-769-2720
T4. 415-347-5728
T . 209.521-8051
. 813-253-0324
M. 305-836-7078
a1-404-758-2232
el. 217-356-6400
Tel. 912-873-5556-7
Tel. 312-675-0230
Tel. 219-845-2676
Tel. 317-632-3493
Tel. 502-634.3334
Tel. 318-861-7745

Taylor Boulevard
sHEENTEPoittr. LOUISIANA 71
Highland Avenue
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 2121
Reisterstown Rd., Box 2011- yiel. 301-358-1186
ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI El
C Page Avenue
.91Eel. 314-429-0633
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 39102
141
Western Avenue 1:1
Tel. 702-384-4235
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08638
901
orth Olden Avenue
Tel. 609-393-0999
JERSEY CITY. NEW JERSEY 17307"., ,_,547-49 Tonnele Avenue (H
9) Tel. 201-792-3730
.

7450 Vine Street

CJNC71,4NATI, 044I0 45216
?-241,-CLCVELANTD. OIIO 44109

PORTLAND. OREGON 37210
GREENEVILLE, TENNESSEE 37743
MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE 38
DALLAS, TEXAS 75218
NORFOLK. VIRGINIA 13513
ST. LAURENT. MONTREAL.
QUEBEC H4N-2L7
CALGARY, ALBERTA T2H-01.1

4.525 Pearl Road

1732 N.W. 25th Avenue
1215 Snapp. Ferry Road
3158 Barron Avenue
11540 Garland Road
3291. Santos Street

Tel. 513-821-5080
Tel. 216-741-2314
Tel. 503-222-9059
Tel. 615-639-8451
Tel. 901-458-2355
Tel. 214-327-8413
Tel. 804-855-2518

305 Decarie Boulevard
Tel. 514-748-8803
448 -42nd Avenue S.E., P.O. Box
5823 STN "A"
Tel. 403-243-0971
It you want to branch out into the TV liner Repair Business, write to the Bloomington headquarters about a franchise.

GROW
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DID YOU KNOW

TECHNICAL DIGEST

...
continued from page 6

HOT DIP GALVANIZING
COSTS $0.20 rigrund ?

ating point of the black clamp level circuit.)
9) Rotate the CONTRAST control clockwise for the desired brightness -to -contrast ratio and the most desirable
black -and -white picture.

10) This same procedure should be followed to adjust
both the main and the PRESET BRIGHTNESS and CONTRAST

ROHN's
No. 25G Tower
Section weights
40#x ZN =$8.00

controls.
11) Repeat for PRESET control adjustment with COLOR
MASTER switch on, if used.
Color TV Chassis M24, M25, M30-Vertical-Output Transistors

Whenever you replace vertical -output transistors 57A205-14 and 57A206-14 in an M24, M25 or M30 color TV
chassis, a 150 -ohm, 10%, 1/2 w resistor should be added
between pin 7 of J600 and the base of transistor Q101, as
shown in the accompanying partial schematic.
It is imperative that a silicon heat transfer compound
.be used when mounting these transistors.

Mfg. Cost
PHILCO-FORD

ROHN's
No. 20G Tower
Section weights
30# x
=$6.00
Mfg. Cost

Color TV Chassis 4CS73/4CY91-Medium Level Snow on UHF Channels
Using VVC Tuner

A production change has been made on the VVC tuner to increase the receiver's gain and eliminate or reduce
medium level snow on UHF channels.
The change involves mounting a three -lug terminal
strip on the tuner frame and connecting a 680 K -ohm re-

sistor (R13U) from capacitor C19U to the anode of
diode SD12 (DIU) No. 34-8057-13, and then connecting
the cathode of the diode to lug TP11 (1-FAGC) on the
Signal PW Panel with an added wire. (Refer to attached
illustration for layout of the new parts.)
au

Ch.__

II If you are
purchasing
towers which
are not HOT DIP

10

1

-) 11.5

1

2641

1/21

V.+B

Nr

CH.10UT

1I
1

At

RIC

MA

1.311

V..^.

13U
f61100
+io%

4.$V

CI:

1

MTTpoli

ail)

)0PNCSF1416NNEALL

SD12

TP72-164

(1-FACC)

GALVANIZED

your cost should
be at least $8.00
or $6.00 less.

'NE 111461

____0-E!

7EL
------TAT 'SIN1141:4L

0

um
11011

410%

vON

ROHN.

MANUFACTURING
DIVISION OF

01
DIODE 152171

344051-13

©

,

an

(/NA/4C0
C110
INOOSIR/ES Are

P.0 BOX 2000 / PEORIA, ILL 61601
"Supplying tower needs worldwide
for over 25 years."
... for more details circle 133 on Reader Service Card
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This modification should be made on tuners not already
modified if a snowy UHF picture is produced in an area
where a nearly snow free picture is possible (assuming no
other defect is causing the snowy UHF picture).

MAGNAVOX

IYAGE C3OLOR ANTENNAS

Color TV Chassis TS-934-Vertical Black Line at Top and Sometimes
at the Bottom of the Screen

Remove resistor R603 (82K or 100K), connected at pin
2 of the FA panel. If the vertical line is still present on the

THPOUG
Higher Profit

_

Sales Captivating
Packaging

xcellent Quality
II Range Of Models '

_

screen, add diode D600 (Part No. 48-67120A01), with
560-pf, disc capacitor in parallel, as shown in the accompanying illustration.

Color TV Chassis T989-Hookup to Test Fixtures

The two vertical windings of the deflection yoke used in
the T989 chassis are normally connected in parallel. The
parallel arrangement is maintained with T989 Adapter
Cable, Part No. 171323-1, when the chassis is connected to
the yoke in the Magnavox S973 Test Fixture. The vertical
output stages in the T989 chassis are DC coupled to the
yoke windings, and a 1 -amp, fast -blow fuse is connected
in series with each output stage, to protect against component damage should one of the output transistors become shorted.
If the chassis is connected to a test fixture which has the
vertical yoke windings connected in series, a shorted verti-

cal -output stage could cause a high DC current to flow
through the windings, but not sufficiently high enough to
open the 1 -amp fuse. As a result, the electron beam might
strike and eventually cut through the neck of the picture
tube. (The CRT in the S973 fixture cannot be damaged by
this problem as long as the correct fuses are in use and if
FROM

VERTICAL
OUTPUT

I000MFD
50V

I000MFD
50V

-

TO

VERTICAL

iY

WINDINGS

the fuses are not defeated by jumper wires.)
To prevent the possibility of damage to fixtures other
than the S973, two 1000-Mfd., 50-v capacitors should be
connected back-to-back and placed in series with the vertical -output lead between the chassis and the yoke. The ca-

pacitors prevent DC current from passing through the
windings, so that the amount of deflection is determined
only by the amplitude of the AC vertical sweep voltage...

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your new address.
Please enclose a complete address label
from one of your recent issues.

C ELECTRONICS

'VISION OF HYDROMETALS, INC.
OCKFORD, ILLINOIS 61101
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READERS' AID
Space contributed to help serve the
personal needs of you, our readers.

Elli111111111/1111 -20
1111111111111111111

Wanted

Power transformer for a Hallicrafter

-10

dB

1111111111111111111111111ffi

DC to
10 MHz,

Amateur Communication Receiver,
Model SX-140. Part No. 052-000853
dB

1052-625.
REYNOLD G. SMITH

71 So. Union Street
Rockland, MA 02370

-10

-20

Accurate Model 257 Tube Tester.
Also, Gernsback book No. 65, "Servicing Color TV."

10 mV/cm
sensitivity

r

S. BARZEL

428 W. Roosevelt Blvd.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19120

5" CRT

Used,

late -model,

popular -brand

TV test instruments in A-1 shape.
Please write for details.
MCKINLEY'S RADIO AND TV SERVICE

IIPMMERM
MINEMEMME

South Main Street
Zebulon, Ga. 30295

mummum
MN
WPM MOR
WPM

High -voltage transformer for a
Hoffman 19 -inch color TV set, Model
W-7419, Chassis No. 917-000026.

A

Model 455
5" SCOPE
$310

PETERSON'S TV

1, Box 8
Canton, S. Dak. 57013
R.R.

4

Direct input for vector display
Sensitivity: vertical, 10 mV/cm
to 5 V/cm; horizontal,
300 mV/cm.

9 -step calibrated and
compensated vertical
attenuator

Accepts standard scope
cameras and viewing hoods
Low -parallax, high -contrast,
calibrated graticule

1 kHz square wave calibration
signal

Schematic and/or service manual
for Sun -Mark SM12-TV, 12 -inch
solid-state Japanese portable TV set.

High linearity sweep with
retrace blanking-separate
7875 Hz position for TV work
120 or 240 VAC operation,
50 or 60 Hz

Also, a high voltage transformer for
a Raytheon 21 -inch color TV, Part
No. 12E26639 or 20126405, Sentinel
Part No. 20E1107.
S. M. PEARLMAN

25 Wolcott Rd.
Lynn, MA 01902

Fold -in support for incline

viewing
Size: 103/4" H x 8" W x 16'/2" D
Low -capacitance 10:1 probe
available
SEE YOUR ELECTRONICS

DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE FOR
CATALOG 4300

Riders Manual, Volume 1, Radio
Retailing Magazine, Radio and Refrigeration, Radio Doings, Citizens
Radio Call Book, etc.
LARRY LA Duc
484 Arleta Ave.
San Jose, CA 95128

I would like to purchase a 12A7
tube.
KATY INDUSTRIES

2016 Avenue "N"
Brooklyn, NY 11210

SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO.
853 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, Illinois 60120

CABLE: SIMELCO TELEX: 72-2416
UMICALEMIMM
IN CANADA: Bach -Simpson, Ltd., London, Ontario
IN ENGLAND: Bach -Simpson (U.K.) Limited, Wadebridge, Cornwall
IN INDIA:
Ruttonsha-Simpson Private, Ltd., Vikhroli, Bombay

(312) 695-1121

GROUP

... for more details circle 134 on Reader Service Card
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MILTON WENDROFF

Schematic or cross reference for
transistors used in a Winthrop, Model
SE212, FET FM/AM Stereo Receivcontinued on page 12

Now you don't have to turn down jobs

just because the sets
were made in the Far East.

Your Sylvania Distributor has
solved one of your biggest problems
in semiconductor replacements for
imported equipment.
Until now, unless your shop was
around the corner from an import
warehouse, you probably had a tough
problem. Especially for those non repairable modules.
But not anymore.
Sylvania's new ECGTM 1000 series
gives you over 140 new integrated
circuits and modules for imported sets
right on your distributor's shelves.
And, thanks to our newest interchangeability guide (ECG 212E-4),
those 140 parts add up to a lot more

when it comes to the number of types
they'll replace.
That means you don't have to watch
a profitable repair job walk out the door
just because getting the parts could
make it unprofitable.
It also means that you've got one stop shopping for all of your repair
jobs, foreign or domestic.
Whether you need semiconductors,
picture tubes or receiving tubes, you'll
find them all at one electronic
supermarket.
Your Sylvania Dist -11,11tor.

MD SYLVANIA

GTE Sylvania, Electronic Components Group,
100 First Avenue, Waltham, MA. 02154

NOVEMBER 1974, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER 111
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...

continued from page 10

Eight-Track/Amplifier. All cir-

er,

cuit boards include an identification
No. CMK-4, and the number of the
particular board.
AL's RADIO & TV

P.O. Box 577
Milton, WA 98354

Picture tube for Symphonic, Model

TPS-5050 portable TV. Symphonic
Part No. C6407.
WILLIAM MATTHEWS
1112 31st Ave.

Bellwood, IL 60104

Used test equipment, Sam's Photo facts, Zenith and RCA Service Manuals.

I

also have old radio and TV

tubes for sale or trade.
WILLIAMS RADIO & TV SERVICE

106 South Jefferson St.
Lewisburg, WV 24901

Operator's manual with schematic,

The fastest, easiest, most -reliable,
least -expensive way to test transistors

that

provides voltages

and wave-

forms for a Squires Sanders, Model
SS -310 closed circuit TV camera.
Will buy or copy and return.
GERALD KOSKE

10204 Thayer Road

Sprague's Model A Transistor Curve Tracer
by Jud Williams Incorporates Dynamic
Signature Pattern' Servicing Technique

R.R. I, Ringwood, IL 60072

Sam's Photofacts, CB Radio Series.
JACK DALE

Eliminate transistor damage.
Did you ever unsolder a transistor to test it,
find it defective, then wonder if it was ruined
in removal? Or, if the device tested OK, how
about the ticklish job of resoldering without
damage to either transistor or board? The solution to such problems is in -circuit testing with
the "Signature Pattern" technique.

What are Signature Patterns?
They are scope readouts of the dynamic impedance

of

in -circuit

transistors. With

this

unique test method, the transistor under test
is actually turned on, not merely made to oscillate, as with conventional techniques. The
"Signature Pattern" method of trouble -shooting
has these definite advantages: (1) Quick, decisive, "good -or -bad" tests of suspect transistors; (2) Discovery of defective components
within transistor circuits even when transistors

are good; (3) Elimination of damage to transistors and other components; (4) Safe testing
with system power removed.

Quick, accurate tests.

age. No zeroing or balancing is necessary. The
Model A also performs the all-important breakdown voltage test. It will identify a transistor
type as either silicon or germanium. In addition,

360 Constitution Dr.
Forked River, NJ 08731

it will analyze an FET as either junction -type
or insulated gate. as well as determine the

Schematic diagram for an Audition
Radio Model 2206 and a diagram for
an 8 -pin IC, No. F592 026 706.

pinch -off voltage.

Service modules prof itab,.y.
With more and more set -makers switching to
modular circuitry, it becomes economically difficult for service shops to stock a variety of
plug-in panels in quantity
not to mention
excessive costs to your customers when panel
replacements are made. Also, you waste valuable time processing paper work and preparing
modules for shipment to the factory for repair
or credit. The practical solution is to quicKly
and economically repair defective modules in
.

.

JERRY A. DICKINSON

1313 Harrison Lane
Hurst, TX 76053

.

your own shop with the "Signature Pattern"

For Sale

Magazines: Popular Electronics, all
from January 1955 through
December 1971. Radio Electronics
issues

from March 1956 through August

1963. Radio & Television from Janu-

test technique.

Low-cost testing.
When the Sprague Model A Curve Tracer is
connected to any general-purpose scope, yiu

By observing the family of curves, you can

have the most complete semiconductor testing

determine at a glance such parameters as gain.
linearity, saturation, avalanche point, and leak-

facility possible at a budget price

.

.

.

ary 1956 through December 1959.
SIGMUND KAPP

6872 West 115th Pl.
Worth, IL 60482

only

$149.50.
I
have 940 Sams Photofacts, No.
through 796 complete, and mixed
pages of others for sale. Many other
service manuals will be included free
I

Get the Sprague Model A Transistor Curve Tracer from your
Sprague distributor now. Or, ask him for Brochure M-957.
If his supply of brochures is depleted, write to Sprague
Products Co., 65 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.
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continued on page 14

How to crack
the Japanese

original equipment
transistor problem.

Until now, there wasn't much you could do about the
long delays in getting original transistor replacements
for Japanese TV and audio equipment. IR has changed
the picture. Now you can speed customer service with
IR's DK22 Kit of 31 OEM transistors most often called

out by Sony, Panasonic, Hitachi, JVC, Pioneer and
Toshiba, and for many sets made in Japan for Sears,
Penney's, Montgomery Ward and others.
These are not "Universal Replacements."

Last year, more Japanese -built TV's were sold in this

country than any single U.S. brand. And the same
transistors are used in Japanese stereos, tape record-

ers and other entertainment equipment. Crack this

fast-growing, lucrative service market with a DK22 Kit.
Call your local IR Distributor today. You'll get a $42.78
less than the price you'd pay
value for only $34.23 .
Japanese factory distributors.
.

.

Transistors:

They are exactly the same parts used in

0K22 Kit J aa

original equipment. They're made in Japan,

2SA495
2SA564A
2SB186

2SC28 II
2SC372
2SC373

2S13187

2SC380A0
2SC403A
2SC454B
2SC458B
2SC4606

but are now as close to you as your local
IR Distributor. Each DK22 Kit contains one
each of the 31 types listed in the box at

right to put exact replacements right at

2SB367A
2SB405
2SB474
2SB481

2SC535B
2SC536
2SC537B
2SC538A
2SC633A
2SC634A
2SC644
2SC682A

2SC710
2SC717
2SC772
2SC828A
2SC829B
2SC838
2SC945

your fingertips.

INTERNATIONAL RECTI
FIE R IOR-1
berniCorldoctor Division
233 Kansas Street, El Segundo, California 90245. Phone (213) 6786281
... for more details circle 120 on Reader Service Card
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DELUXE

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

HIGHWAY EMERGENCY

KIT

KIT CONTAINS.

...

continued from page 12

8 DIGIT, FLOATING DECIMAL

of charge. Please write for details.

CALC

2613 Shadow Ct.
Ft. Collins, CO 80521

TOR

*CaTfamg CaseBoostes

CahlesTwe Inflefor F ue
Esonguither Emergency
Blinker., Auto Spot Lite
Gas Siphon PumpSOS
Flag F ust Aid Book
Complete Instruction Sheet

JOHN SCHWARCK

Sam's Photofacts No.

1

through

600. Please make offer.
BERNT RADIO & TV SERVICE

2720 13 St.
Columbus, NE 68601
Russian

made oscilloscope,

dual

beam, 5 MHz, triggered sweep, with
all accessories and manual in English.
Like new condition. Also Russian
made VOM.
JERRY SNAPER

VQ-2 FPO
NY 09501

2495

0A995

ONLY
PLUS 5 TUN -0 -WASH

PLUS 3 TUN -0 -WASH
OR TUN -O -POWER

OR TJN-O-POWER
LABELS

LABELS

Over 450 Sam's Photofacts in original folders, plus 58 in binders, 24 TR
and Auto Manuals, some folders and
various books.
HERMAN MARCUS

RRI, Box 29D
Ringtown, PA 17967
Business for Sale

I wish to retire, and would like to
sell my TV business and home, lo-

Get These Outstanding Values

cated in the booming area of Florida.
Please write for details.

Just For Trying

RALPH E. LEWIS

Rt. 13, Box 573

Brooksville, FL 33512

TUNOWASH

Established TV Sales & Service in
shopping center. Prime location and

or

unlimited potential for the right party.
Please write for details.
SAM

TUNOPOWER
TUN -O -POWER

is the first tuner

142 N.E. 122 Street

N. Miami, FL 33161

re-

storer. It cleans, polishes and lubricates. TUN -O -WASH is like an ultra-

DEGREASIF

sonic bath. It washes away all dirt,

/

'WILSON/
T -V

grease and gunk.

SERVICE

We are offering the Calculator and the
Highway Emergency Kit at greatly reduced prices because we want you to

I

try TUN -O -POWER and TUN -O -WASH.

Once you do, you won't want to be
without them.

To order your Calculator or Highway
Emergency Kit, mail your check and

rs CHEPATRONICS
INCORPORATED

labels to:

1260 RALPH AVE BROOKLYN. N Y it236

Our businoss is improving yours.
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"I know something that would make our
pair bills seem smaller to our customers .
better TV shows."

re.

.

FROM ANTENNA

DELTA-BENCO-CASCADE

TO T.V. SET
HAS ALL YOUR

DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT
AT THE ANTENNA

AMT Series - Matching Transformer.
MBT Series - Pre -Amplifiers for single VHF or
broad -band UHF channel.
AC Series
SI Series

- VHF-UHF couplers.
- Signal Injectors -single VHF or UHF
channel to all -band down lead.

DAL I

e0
MBT

DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS

IPUT

rs A '2110

.t (4011t
a... o am

4001,00.0

DELTA

mores .18

LW.

TO MINIM LACY WOO 00 NOT 01.0

00 O. 0110.04.1 Pon not
IMP 0, ow,. TO I0,40110 Moro
COMO

TBA/283/25
25db Gain
Separate UHF -VHF
inputs
Max. Input UHF 4- 28db

VAD 4

TBA/283/6-4
6db Gain
Four Outputs - 75 ohm
Max. Input UHF + 27db
VHF + 20db

35db Gain
Max. Input VHF 24db

Separate hi/low VHF
controls

VHF

26db

14,-flitario

"Tr es

TBA

a

2X7S /UT

,a

SPLITTERS

2113

1,110
CAT Nn vs%

,

INPUT

--4

114. LT

A comolete range of VHF or VHF/UHF Splitters; 75
ohm impedance for indcors or out. Available with two,
three cr four outputs.

2x75/283

3x75/283IN

4x75/283

mane.= I. Ilk

="

TAP-OFF's

TOrl,,E1

ewoLni

TO SERIES

Available for indoor or outdoor use with 1, 2, or
4 taps. Isolation values of 20, 15, or 10db.

It

TO -2/283W

TO -2/283

IHALL PLATES
VHF/UHF - Five models available for 75 or 300 ohms. Tap loss 10, 15 or 20db.
VHF only - Five models available for 75 or 300 ohms. Tap loss MT, 81, 12, 17 or 23.

AT THE T.V. SET
MM -283

MT -213

UHF -VHF Matching Transformer
75 ohms input
2 x 300 ohm output

VHF Matching Transformer
75 ohm input
1 x 300 ohm output

LS-U/V
UHF -VHF Band Separator
300 ohm input

2 x 300 ohm output

Do- DELTA-BENCO-CASCADE INC.
40 COMET AVENUE, BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14216 (716) 874-6570
.
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Coils and Transformers A Perspective for
Technicians

The magnetic equivalent of
Ohm's law states that permeability
equals the flux density (B) divided

A general review of the theory of inductance,
including phase shift, reactance and impedance
matching

density (B) equals the magnetizing
force (H) multiplied by the permeability of the core, or B = H x Mu.
From the preceding, it can be
seen that permeability is a measure
of the ease with which flux density
can be achieved in the core. It can

by the magnetizing force (H), or
Mu = -H
And, like Ohm's law, it can be
transposed to state that the flux

By Bernard B. Daien

An inductor is an energy storing
device, like a capacitor. The inductor's charge is stored in the magnetic
field generated by the current flowing through the inductor. Opening

the coil circuit causes a rapid collapse of the magnetic field, which
cuts the turns of the coil, inducing
a high counter -electromotive -force
(opposite
voltage,
abbreviated

CEMF).
If current is flowing when the circuit is opened, the stored charge

will tend to keep it flowing, but,
conversely, if we start with an open
circuit (zero current) and then close
the circuit, the inductor will attempt
to prevent an increase of current.
An inductor opposes any change
in the current flowing through it, because of the phenomenon of CEMF.

The voltage induced in a coil by
expanding or collapsing magnetic
fields depends upon the number of

turns in the coil and the rate at
which the lines of magnetic flux cut

the turns. Since the magnetic field
expands and collapses slowly at low

frequencies, it takes many turns to

produce a useful voltage. Thus,
magnetic components for use at low
frequencies, as in high-fidelity transformers, are larger, heavier and

costlier than devices intended for
higher frequencies. (Which partly
explains why you cannot use a good
public-address transformer in a hifi amplifier.)
The counter EMF is a self-induced

voltage. The ability to generate a
self-induced voltage is called selfinductance, or just inductance. The
unit of inductance is the henry

bling the number of turns results in
four times the inductance. Tripling

the turns produces nine times the
inductance.

(Because

inductance

changes so rapidly, remove only a
few turns at a time when adjusting
the inductance of a circuit for which
an exact replacement coil is not
available.)
THE CORE OF THE MATTER

Although the magnetic field

is

created by the current in the coil, its
strength also depends upon the

number of turns in the coil. The
turns, times the amperes, is referred

to as ampere turns. The resulting
magnetizing force is defined in units
called the oersted, which is equal to
approximately two ampere turns per
inch. The symbol for the oersted is
the letter H.

The magnetizing force creates a
magnetic flux around the coil, and the

be compared to conductivity in a
resistive circuit. And just as resistance is the opposite of conductance,
so reluctance is the opposite of permeability. Iron cores have high per-

meability and low reluctance. Inserting a small gap in the core path
changes the permeability of the

series magnetic path, just as inserting a resistor in the middle of a wire
increases the series resistance of the
entire circuit. Air gaps are often designed into cores, to effect a tradeoff of certain magnetic characteristics, as will be explained later.
Because a high permeability core
increases flux density, the CEMF al-

so increases. And because inductance depends upon CEMF, the inductance also increases. Thus, by
using the proper core material, we

get more inductance from fewer
turns, thereby producing smaller,
lighter, less expensive transformers.

strength, or concentration, of this
If an iron core is inserted into a
flux is termed flux density (or coil and the current through the coil
sometimes "magnetic induction"). is increased steadily, the flux densiFlux density is measured in units ty will not continue to increase incalled gauss, which are defined in definitely. The core will sustain only
terms of the number of magnetic a certain maximum level of gauss,
lines induced in each square inch of
a cross section of the core. The symbol for flux density is B.

To sum up, as the magnetizing
force (oersteds) increases, the resulting flux density (gauss) in the
core also increases.
With an air core, a magnetizing
force of one oersted produces a flux

density of one gauss. But air is a
poor magnetic core. If we use an
iron core, one oersted produces
much more than one gauss. In fact,

and then it becomes saturated. After

that, a further increase in the magnetizing force results in very little
change in flux density in the core,
as shown in Fig. 1. Without a
changing flux, there is no CEMF,
the inductance drops, and the input
current increases sharply because of
lack of opposition, and, consequent-

ly, the coil heats.

It would seem that, for transformer and inductor use, the core
material with the highest permeability would be the best choice.

(symbol hy) and is the amount of the cheapest grade of iron core reinductance which provides a coun- sults in hundreds of gauss with a There are many core materials,
ter EMF of 1 volt from a current magnetizing force of just one oer- some of which have very high perchanging at the rate of 1 ampere sted. This ability of certain core meability. However, some materials
per second.
materials to increase flux density is with less permeability can handle
Inductance is proportional to the called permeability, designated by more magnetizing force before satusquare of the turns on a coil. Dou- the symbol Mu.
rating. For a power transformer, we
16
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HEATH'S NEW
"4510" SCOPE

offers features
that can't be
found on any
scope in its
price range
Complete dual trace capability
DC -15 MHz bandwidth
Post -deflection accelerated CRT

Vertical amplifier delay lines
Only $549.95* kit,
$750.00* assembled

Our 4510 is the oscilloscope you need to help turn those service problems into profits. It offers a low price plus DC -15 MHz
bandwidth, vertical sensitivity of 1 roV/cm, time base sweep to
100 nsec/cm and complete dual trace capability. And it has
many features that just can't be found on other scopes in its
price range.

Vertical input sensitivity of 1 millivolt - over the full DC to 15
MHz bandwidth. With the 4510 and a X10 probe (the way you're
most likely to use an oscilloscope) you can read waveforms to
10 mV/cm, not the 50 or 100 mV/cn found on other scopes.

A post -deflection accelerated CRT gives a brighter trace with
faster writing speeds. Many input signals that wouldn't ordinarily be visible on a mono -accelerated CRT are presented in
a sharp, bright trace on the 4510.

Trigger bandwidth is guaranteed to 30 MHz with typical triggering capability up to 45 MHz. The digitally -controlled triggering circuits requ re no stability cont7ol. In the automatic mode,
a reference baseline is generated even when the trigger signal

is absent. Complete triggering controls are provided with
choice of AC or DC coupling, triggering at any point on the
vertical signal. Choice of automatic or normal sweep uses any
one of 22 time bases from 0.2 sec/cm to 0.1 iisec/cm.

Internal delay lines for the vertical amplifier allow display of at
least 20 nanoseconds of the pretriggered waveform, insuring
that the complete waveform will be displayed.
Easy servicing is assured with all ma-

jor circuitry located on five circuit
boards fcr easy trouble -shooting.
Push -on connectors permit fast removal of any board. Even the CRT
can be removed and replaced in a
matter of minutes.

Heath engineers are specialists in
knowing how to provide good instrument value at a practical price. The
4510 was designed for a maximum of

performarce at the lowest possible
cost. Compare it with the competition.

For lab o- bench, you won't find a
better value.

Send for your free
Heath catalogs
today.
HEATH

HEATH COMPANY

Dept. 24-11
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

The latest Heath/Schlumberger Assembled

Instruments Catalog features a complete
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the world's largest selection of electronic
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want a core that can handle a large
amount of magnetizing force without saturating, and, consequently,
we use a core that has a high maxi-

friction in the core as the direction

mum flux density (B max). For

quency is increased.

small -signal use, we are generally
more concerned with permeability,
because high permeability reduces
the turns required, thus reducing the

circulating currents induced in the
core itself because the core iron is
a conductor and it too is being cut

Hysterisis loss increases as the fre-

Eddy Currents, which are small

resistance of the winding and increasing circuit Q, which means

by the magnetic field. To reduce

better selectivity and lower losses.

the core is made of thin laminations,
stacked parallel to each other, with
insulating coating between them.
Another way to reduce eddy current
is to use finely powdered core material with an insulating binder, molding the core into the desired shape.
When a core is saturated, the exciting current increases sharply be-

REACTANCE

In AC circuits, it is inconvenient
to deal with henrys of inductance,
because we are concerned with the
effect of the inductance rather than
the inductance itself. The inductive

opposition to change in current is
therefore used. It is called inductive reactance (symbol XL). Inductive reactance is measured in ohms;
thus,

XL (in ohms) = AC volts
AC amperes
If you know the inductance in
henrys and wish to calculate the in-

ductive reactance, the formula is:
Inductive

reactance

(in

ohms)

equals 6.3 times the frequency (in
Hertz) multiplied by the inductance
(in henrys). This neglects the series
resistance of the circuit, which can
lead to errors, but we now are con-

sidering only the effects of inductance.
If an alternating voltage is applied

across an air core coil, current will
flow. If an iron core then is inserted
in the coil, the current will decrease
because the high -permeability core

causes an increase in inductance,
which, in turn, causes an increase in
inductive reactance (XL).
If we place a secondary winding
on the coil, we have a transformer,

tional current is drawn to overcome
losses, because transformers are not
100 percent efficient, and this current is considered part of the excit-

ing current. The major causes of
transformer losses are:

Hysterisis, which

20
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is

magnetic

MAGNETIZING FORCE -H

Fig. 1-Graphic illustration of saturation of
an inductor.

these little "whirlpools" of current,

cause of the drop in primary inductance. The increased current

E2
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Fig. 2-Illustration of applied voltage (A) and
resultant current (B) in an inductor.

causes overheating of the primary
winding. In addition, the output
voltage peaks appear flattened as
saturation starts. With more pronounced saturation, the output
wave resembles a square wave more

than a sine wave, and an AC voltmeter therefore will indicate a lower than normal reading. This will
be discussed later.
PHASE SHIFT

The current through an inductor
lags the applied voltage by 90 degrees. Because the 90 -degree phase

Fig. 3-Illustration of current lag in an inductive circuit. A) Circuit. B) Plot of voltage

shift is the basis for tuned circuits
and resonance, it is worth examin-

and lagging current.

ing.

rent rises and falls gradually, after

Fig. 2A shows a square wave of
applied

The

the voltage changes.

form is applied to an inductor is

Figure 3A shows a sine -wave
(AC) voltage applied to an inductor, resulting in current "I" through

shown in Fig. 2B. When the applied
voltage is suddenly increased, there

the coil. Fig. 3B is a plot of the variation in voltage and the varying cur-

voltage.

resulting

change in current when this wave-

is an opposition to the change in
current, and the current increases

but as long as we do not place a gradually, finally reaching level 12,
load on the secondary, the current
remains as it was before the secondary was introduced. That current
is called exciting current and is the
current that flows in a transformer
primary when all loads are disconnected from the secondaries. It is
the current drawn by the primary
alone, acting as a coil. Some addi-

SATURATION

of magnetism is continually reversed
by the AC current in the coil.

which is limited by the circuit resistance.

Similarly when the voltage falls,
the current changes gradually back
toward II Notice that a positive
voltage causes a "positive -going"
.

current, while a negative voltage
similarly

produces

a

"negative -

going" current. The word going is
included to emphasize that we are
talking about the direction in which

the current

is

going, and not its

absolute polarity. A positive current
which is decreasing is going towards
negative, although it is still positive.
This is important, because the cur-
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rent produced by it. Note that be-

tween zero degrees and 180 degrees the applied voltage is positive,

and, consequently, the current is
positive going (increasing). From
180 degrees to 360 degrees the volt-

age is negative, and, therefore, the
current is negative going (decreasing).
Because

the

voltage

changes

polarity at 0 degrees, 180 degrees
and 360 degrees, the current changes direction at these points and
reaches maximum when the voltage
is zero. The current therefore reaches its peak 90 degrees after the applied voltage peak. This illustrates

the phenomenon of current lag in
an inductive circuit.
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Fig. 4-Graphic illustration of charging (A) and discharging (B) current in an Inductor.

and the inductive reactance and re-

sistance are equal, the current is
midway between the two, at 45 degrees. For other ratios of resistance
to inductance, the phase moves
closer to one or the other, depending on which is greater.
Fig. 5-Graphic illustration of an 8 -volt peak to -peak sine wave at a DC level of 12 volts.

CHARGING A COIL

As a capacitor charges through
a

series

resistance,

the

voltage

across the capacitor increases, rapidly at first, then more slowly as
it approaches the supply voltage.
This RC charging curve is familiar
to service technicians, who often
use the term time constant (the
product of R x C). One time conFig. 6-The DC current in a half -wave rectifier flows through the transformer in one direction only. Saturation of the transformer
can occur unless the transformer is designed
for such use.

stant

is

the time it takes for the

voltage across the capacitor to increase to 63 percent of the supply
voltage. Capacitors store energy,

which can be calculated with the

when current is zero, power is also

formula: Energy (in watt seconds)
= 1/2 Capacitance x Volts2. (This

(Power =
Volts x Amps). Similarly, when

ic

Because

voltage

is

maximum

zero at these points.

the voltage is zero, current is maximum, and, again, power is zero. As

a matter of fact, all points on the
curves of voltage and current equal
zero power when phase shifts and
polarity differences are taken into
account. Therefore, in a purely inductive circuit, no power is consumed because of the 90 -degree
phase difference between voltage
and current.
In reality, it is impossible to find
a purely inductive circuit, because
coils have resistance and other losses.

Consequently, some power is

consumed, depending on how much
resistance and loss the coil has.

In a resistive circuit, the current
is in phase with the voltage. In an
inductive circuit, current lags voltage by 90 degrees. If the circuit contains both resistance and inductance,

is the energy discharged in electron-

flash guns, capacitor discharge
welders, etc.) Watt seconds is a
measure of how many watts can be
discharged in a given time in seconds.
Fig. 4 shows the RL charging and

discharging curves of an inductor.
It is identical to the RC curve previously described. Similar formulas
apply, except that we are dealing
with a charging current instead of
voltage.

To

illustrate the

point

clearly, specific values of voltage,
current and resistance are given in
Fig. 4. An inductive time constant
in seconds is equal to L/R (the 63 percent point on the charge or discharge curve). The energy stored
in watt -seconds = 1/2 Inductance x
Current2.

(This

represents

the

energy discharged in such applications as ignition coils.) The maximum value of current that can be

reached is determined by the series
resistance of the coil and associated
circuit.

The time constant curve is useful

because it shows us what level of
current will be reached in a given
time if we know the inductance and
the resistance. The more inductance
(L), the slower the current changes,

while the more resistance (R), the
faster the current changes, as indicated by the formula. This is easy
to remember, because the current
increases instantly in a purely resistive circuit.
SATURATION

Saturation is a very important
factor influencing the design of

practical chokes and transformers.
To control saturation effects, differ-

ent core materials are used, even
air, each with its own useful characteristics. An air gap has high reluctance, increasing the reluctance
of the entire core path, just as inserting a resistor in the center of a
long piece of wire increases the resistance of the entire circuit. As a
result, a greater magnetizing force
can be accommodated before saturation occurs.
Generally, an air core is employed
when there is a DC current applied

as part of the magnetizing current.
Fig. 5 shows a 12 -volt DC level with
an 8 -volt peak -to -peak ripple. This

is exactly what the output of a class
A transistor amplifier looks like. It

is evident that the DC component
will cause a current to flow, limited
only by the series resistance of the
circuit. This will occur in about 5
time constants (refer to Fig. 4) and
will probably saturate the core unless an air gap is used. AC cannot
saturate the core as readily, because
the current falls to zero and reverses long before the 5 -time -constant
point is reached.
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A core can also be saturated by
applying an input frequency lower
than that specified. If a 400 -Hz

transformer is used for 60 Hz, it
will saturate, because a half cycle at
60 Hz is seven times the duration of

audio transformer. The DC current
component of the collector output
of each transistor flows through one
half of the winding. Since the currents flow in opposite directions, the
magnetic fluxes cancel. Input signals

a half cycle at 400 Hz. This is a

to the push/pull stage are fed to the

much longer interval than the transformer was designed to handle. (At
400 Hz, much less inductance is re-

bases out of phase. Because they
are also phased oppositely in the
transformer, the signals wind up
being in phase (reversing phase
twice results in zero phase difference). Note, however, that only
one phase reversal occurs with the

quired to achieve sufficient L/R.)
This can be compensated for by re-

ducing the input voltage so that a
smaller level of magnetizing force is
applied to the core. If a transformer
is operated at half its rated frequency, the voltage must be reduced by a

factor of 2. The voltage must be
reduced by the same ratio that the
frequency is reduced. Similarly, the
AC voltage can be increased moderately if the frequency is increased,

transformer for single -ended use and
expect it to handle much power. Be

saturation.

cause the push/pull configuration
eliminates most of the DC flux, it
generally has a very small air gap.
A single -ended transformer usually

has a much larger gap and more

sulation rating is not exceeded. Fortunately, most transformers are well
insulated. In the case of a half -wave

iron for the same power rating. The
exception is the "universal replacement" type of transformer, which is
designed for multi -use service.

rates the core unless the transformer is designed for such use. Therefore, a filament transformer, designed for AC current loads only,
is a poor choice for such use. If you
build small power supplies for battery charging, alarm systems, etc.,
it would be better to use the full wave bridge rectifier circuit in Fig.
7. Because the full -wave circuit rectifies both halves of the input cycle,
current flows through the trans-

former in both directions, as indicated by the arrows (AC current);
consequently, the transformer does
not tend to saturate.

Transformers intended for fullwave rectification are often center
tapped, as shown in Fig. 8A. You
will quickly notice that this is really
two half -wave rectifier circuits, with
both windings on the same core, ar-

ranged so that the current in each
winding flows in a direction opposite

to that in the other winding. Thus,
the core sees alternate directions of
current flow as each rectifier con-

ducts in sequence, and saturation
caused by DC current flow is
avoided.
Fig. 8B shows another application

IMPEDANCE MATCHING

If a transformer with a 10 -watt
load is driven with an input of 1
ampere of current at 10 volts, the
impedance can be calculated by the
formula:

=Volts
or Z =--I.
Amps
In this case, the impedance is
Impedance

10 volts
, or 10 ohms. If the trans1 amp

former has a two -to -one step up
ratio, the output will be 20 volts.
Obviously, the output current cannot still be the one ampere of input current, for 20 volts of output
multiplied by one ampere would be
20 watts, and a transformer cannot
be more than 100 percent efficient.

Transformers cannot increase the
power level. Therefore, for the output power to equal the input power,
the current must be reduced in the

same ratio that the voltage is increased. Thus, output current is 1/2
ampere, and consequently, the out 20 volts
put impedance is
or 40

0.5 amp'
ohms. Similarly if the ratio of the
transformer was three to one, the

voltage would be changed by a
factor of three, the current would
be changed in the opposite direc-

of the same method of avoiding tion by a factor of three, and
saturation. A push/pull amplifier the output impedance would be

drives the common center -tapped
22

I

the trans

former of a full -wave bridge rectifier circuit
changes direction on alternate half cycles of
the input voltage, reducing the probability of

providing that the transformer in-

rectifier circuit (Fig. 6), current is
always drawn through the transformer winding in the same direction, as shown by the arrow. This
large DC current component satu-

Fig. 1-DC current flow through

DC current fed into the center tap.
Thus, you cannot use a push/pull

changed by a factor of nine because
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Fig. 8-Core saturation

is

avoided In full -

wave rectifier (A) and push/pull amplifier (B)
circuits by using a common core for the two
windings of the transformer.

of the combined influence of current and voltage changes. Thus, the
output impedance is changed by the
square of the turns ratio.
Maximum output is not the only

reason to be concerned about impedance matching. Because we are
discussing low

frequencies here,
standing waves are not a consideration. However, there are other factors which are worth examining.
Assume that we have a generator
with

10 ohms internal resistance

and which delivers 30 volts into an

open circuit (no load current), as
shown in Fig. 9. The accompanying

chart shows what happens to output voltage, current, power output
and internal power dissipated in the
generator as we change the load.

both power loss and voltage regulation viewpoints.

Load Impedance Vs Power Transfer of Circuit in Fig. 9
POWER DISSIPATED

OUTPUT
LOAD

CURRENT

Open Circuit

VOLTS

30

0

20 ohms

1 amp

1.5 amps 15

5 ohms

2 amps 10
3 amps

0

20

10 ohms
short

POWER IN LOAD

creases.

Because ripple current
would increase if the ripple fre-

10

22.5 watts
watts

20
0

22.5 watts
40

watts

90

watts

quency were lowered (choke re-

actance decreases as frequency de-

creases), more inductance is required with a half -wave rectifier
than with a full -wave rectifier. (A
full -wave rectifier has a ripple of
twice the input frequency.) Thus,
to determine the minimum inductance needed for proper operation
of a choke -input filter, the load re-

1011

sistance and the frequency also
must be considered. The formula is:

load
30V.

L=
10 F '
where R is the load resistance in

T

ohms, and F is the ripple frequency.
This is known as the critical inductance.
By utilizing saturation effects, we

Generator

Fig. 9-Maximum power

is

delivered to the

can use a small, low -resistance
choke, avoiding all the undesirable alternatives previously dis-

load when the impedance of the load matches
the internal resistance of the generator. See
the accompanying
mismatches.

creases (the load resistance in-

creases) or if the ripple current in-

0

20

0

IN GENERATOR

Remember, more inductance is
needed when the DC current de-

chart

for the effects of

cussed. This is accomplished by us-

Notice that maximum power is
delivered to the load when the load
matches the generator's internal resistance. But, just as important, the
generator dissipation increases rapidly when the load impedance is
less than that of the generator.

The importance of load matching is evident from the accompanying chart. This is why it is so necessary to have the right turns ratio on
a transformer when making substitutions. The wrong ratio might only

decrease power output 10 percent
or so, but it also can raise dissipation

in the power output circuitry to the

point where parts fail

in

a very

short time.
FILTER CHOKES

Some power supplies use choke input filters, like those shown in

Figs. 6 and 7. The DC current
through the choke depends upon the
load resistance, but there is also significant AC current caused by the large

ripple content of the rectifier output
waveform. So long as the DC current is greater than the AC current,
as in Fig. 10A, the circuit behaves
normally. When the DC current is

reduced to the same amplitude as
that of the AC, the output is like

ing a core with a very small gap,
despite the large DC current the
of differ-

choke carries at full load. The small

ent ratios of ripple and DC current in a choke -

gap results in a high -permeability
core, with high inductance at low

Fig.

10-Illustration of the effects

input filter of a rower supply. A) DC current
greater than ripple. B) DC current and ripple
the same. C) DC current less than that of
ripple, causing interruption of power supply
current.

that in Fig. 10B. If the DC current
is reduced below the level of the
AC, as in Fig. 10C, the current is
actually cut off, or clipped, on the
negative

peaks. This interrupted

power supply current is an unde
sirable condition, and can be prevented in one of two ways: 1) The
DC current level can be increased

DC current level, which is just what

is needed. As the DC current increases, the core partially saturates,

decreasing the inductance. But at
high DC currents, less inductance
is required, as discussed earlier.
Thus,
the
choke
inductance
"swings," being high when needed,

and decreasing when high inductance is not required. This type of
choke is therefore called a swinging choke.
Because

most

entertainment -

by connecting a heavy bleeder resis-

grade filter chokes are designed for

tor across the output terminals of

small size, weight and cost, they

the supply. This wastes power, and
requires a heavier power transformer and a high -wattage bleeder resistor. 2) The inductance of the choke
can be increased, which reduces the
amplitude of the ripple current. If

operate close to the edge of saturation, and are, in effect, swinging
chokes. You can use this information for substitution purposes, because a 2 -henry, 200 -ma choke
might be expected to have a higher
inductance if run at only 100 ma.
Running a choke at more than its
rated current is somewhat risky, because the current limit is often set

the DC current is small, the AC
current must also be small, and the
choke becomes very large as a result. Also, high inductance means
many turns, which increases the
series resistance of the coil, increasing the series voltage drop across
the coil, which is undesirable from

by the power dissipation of the
winding and by severe saturation,
which renders the choke almost use-

less for normal filtering purposes.
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Servicing Solid State AGC Circuits
By Joseph Zauhar

sync pulses (Fig. 1) is

coupled from the video
driver stage to the base of
the AGC keyer transistor,

05. If noise pulses are
present On the sync tips,
they are cancelled by the
noise canceller transistor,

Form a step-by-step systematic
approach to isolate an AGC problem
and remember most TV sets use
forward biased AGC systems
Troubleshooting automatic gain control (AGC)
circuits can be difficult if

we don't understand the
relationship of other circuits which interact with

different

AGC

systems

used in TV receivers, but
the most common is still
the "gated," or keyed,
AGC system.
AGC Circuit Function

The RF and IF gain in

a TV receiver has to be
regulated inversely with
relative strength of the re-

ceived signal. When the
incoming TV station signal becomes too strong,
the gain of the RF and IF
amplifiers must be reduced to prevent overloading. If a medium

through the video driver
causes the

base of the

AGC keyer, 05, to go in
a negative direction. The
negative -going DC and
negative sync pulses for-

a horizontal pulse through

in the tuner by the high
noise ratio. If we apply a

There are a number of

increased

received, the
DC current

acteristics can be obtained

circuit. AGC problems can
be caused by faulty anten-

amplifier circuits.

is

ter junction of 05 during
the sync cycle. This transistor is also keyed on by

RF

plifiers, picture detector,
sync circuits and video

signal

RF amplifier when weak
and medium strength signals are received, excellent signal-to-noise char-

the operation of the AGC
na systems, tuner, IF am-

Q6. When a TV station

amplifier

mixer -to -

large RF signal to the mixer, it overrides the noise
generated within the mixer.

We now have a relatively
noise -free IF output signal
from the mixer, producing
a noise -free picture on the

ward biases the base -emit-

D3 to the collector, and
the stage is only allowed
to conduct during retrace
time when the horizontal
pulse is present.
The amount of collector
circuit current flow in the
AGC keyer is proportion-

TV screen. The AGC ap-

al to the amplitude of the
sync pulses at its base circuit. The collector current

plied to the tuner is de-

charges

layed until the receiver is
of such magnitude that

charge is also proportional to the amplitude of the
sync tips. This is how the
DC voltage is obtained

any

increase

in

signal

would cause overloading
of the tuner. The delayed
RF AGC stage will then
function and allow a reduction in the gain of the
RF amplifier for any fur-

C10,

and this

which increases and decreases with respect to the
amplitude of the composite video signal. The
charge on C10 is coupled

ther increase in the re-

to the base of Q4, the IF

ceived signal.

AGC Buffer transistor,
which is coupled as an
emitter follower.
The

Forward IF AGC Circuit

Some new color TV

emitter output of Q4 is

chassis now employ dual gate field-effect transistors

only a reduction in the IF

coupled to the Second IF
Amplifier and controls its

(MOSFETs) in the video

conduction,

gain is necessary, allowing

IF stages and a field-effect

the RF amplifier to operate with maximum gain.
During a weak signal, the
AGC circuit is seldom

transistor (FET) as the

turn, controls the conduction of the first IF Ampli-

RF Amplifier in the VHF
tuner. The conduction of
a FET must be decreased

fier and the gain of the

used, and if all signals were

to reduce its gain and,
therefore, it requires re-

sisting of R30, R31 and
R32 through diode D4

strength signal is received,

weak, the RF AGC could
be eliminated.

In brief,

the output of the RF and
IF amplifiers must be held

fairly constant regardless
of the strength of the received signal. If we don't
apply AGC voltage to the
24 I

verse AGC action. The
new AGC system will
provide a forward IF
AGC output and a reverse

RF AGC output.
The composite video
signal with negative -going
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which,

in

two amplifiers.

A voltage divider conprovides the forward bias

for the second IF amplifier. A clamp is provided
by D4, to prevent the "no
signal" AGC voltage from
decreasing below the minimum voltage of approxi-

mately 3 volts established
by R30, R31, and R32.
When a TV station signal is received, and Q4
conducts sufficiently, the

voltage at its emitter will

reverse bias D4 and increase the IF AGC volt-

age up a maximum of
about 6 volts, to reduce
gain. The amount of AGC
voltage applied to the second IF amplifier is varied
by the AGC LEVEL control,

by setting the bias on the
IF AGC Buffer, Q4. The
AGC control is set to the
point which provides the
best signal-to-noise ratio.
As mentioned earlier,

the FET VHF tuner requires reverse RF AGC.
However, the RF AGC
voltage has to be delayed
before being applied to

the RF Amplifier. The
function of the RF AGC
Inverter circuit (Fig. 2)

is to allow the RF Amplifi-

er in the tuner to operate
at peak amplification on
weak -to -medium strength
signals, while the IF AGC
system is simultaneously

reducing the gain of the
IF stages. This circuit acprovides maximum
signal-to-noise ratio with
tion
a

minimum

of

snow

(noise) on the screen of
the TV set. Then as the
signals get stronger, the

RF AGC Inverter starts
to reduce the gain of the
RF Amplifier by decreasing the positive RF AGC
voltage
tuner.

applied to

the

The RF AGC voltage
will vary from plus 8 volts
on the weakest transmitted
signals
(approximately

500 microvolts or less)
from the TV station, to a
minus 1.6 volts on the
strongest signals. Diode

D8 rectifies the negative horizontal pulse

going

from the horizontal -output transformer, because
a negative voltage is required for strong signals.
This DC voltage is filtered

and then applied to the
RF AGC circuit. When a

Now, 23v

black matrix

roan economy line.
From Sylvania, of course.
Replacing a black -matrix tube has usually
meant buying a brand new tube because
rebuilts just didn't exist. Now, Sylvania has
changed all that.
We've added five black -matrix tube
types to our low-cost Color Screen 85
line, and that even includes the popular
23 -inch diagonal size.
That means you can offer your
customers two different price ranges.
And increase sales opportunities
by offering a low -price replacement.
With Sylvania, you not only have
one of the broadest lines of replacement
tubes in the industry.
You also have the latest.

Electronic Components Group,
GTE Sylvania, 100 First Ave
Waltham, Mass. 02154.
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weak station signal is received, the charge on capacitor C10 is low, diode
Z5 is not conducting, and
Q10 is cut off. With Q10

HIGH VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMER

+18V

being cut off, the RF AGC
bus line is clamped by

Q5
AGC

D7 at the voltage level

obtained from the 18 -volt
divider network, which is

1

KEYER

04
IF AGC

BUFFER

C10

D3

TO

RF

VIDEO IN

AGC

AGC

R31

LEVEL

approximately 8 volts. If

D4

the signal level is increased, the charge on

C10 also increases until it
exceeds the 6.8 volts and
Zener diode Z5 now starts
to conduct. With this cir-

cuit action, the RF AGC

until a medium -strength signal is received.

IF
AGC

Q6
NOISE
CANC.

R30

R 32

C 34

0

0
+18V

+18V

+18V

is delayed

Fig. 1-Simplified schematic diagram of the AGC keyer and the IF AGC buffer stage.

When diode Z5 starts

eo signal may cause the

to conduct, Q10 receives
a forward bias, and a collector current begins to
flow. The collector voltage which was 14.8 volts

sync tips to be clipped off

(8 volts at D7 and the 6.9 -

+ 18 V

HIGH VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMER

by the video driver transistor, causing horizontal

D7

D8

tearing and loss of sync in
the TV picture. This condition is usually caused by

volt drop across Z6) begins to decrease; but the
voltage drop across Z6
remains constant, allowing the RF AGC voltage
to decrease at the same
rate. If a strong station

excessive gain in the RF
and IF amplifier stages,

signal is received, Q10 is
saturated and the voltage

of the picture tube and

because

of

I

RF AGC

Z6
6.8V

010
RF AGC

insufficient

C 10

6.8V

AGC action. In an extreme case the screen may
be completely black, and
the second anode voltage

FROM AGC

KEYER

R 20

INVERTER

4.40

Z5

.
+39V

R21

volts, obtained from the

the sound may be normal,
indicating excessive video
signal. A white raster with

voltage divider consisting
of R20 and R21. With the

a slight trace of video is
usually an indication of

Fig. 2-Simplified schematic diagram of the RF AGC inverter circuit.

constant voltage drop of
6.8 volts across Z6, the

excessive AGC action.

produced,

Troubleshooting Keyed
AGC Circuits
The first logical ap-

Amplifiers to practically

lector back to an active

nothing. With this AGC

channel.
Remove

at the collector is

5.2

RF AGC bus voltage is at

minus 1.6 volts, and the
RF Amplifier gain is very

proach to take when troubleshooting the AGC cir-

low.

AGC Circuit Problem

reducing

the

control setting, we will
la
both picture and

snow on the screen of the
TV set, but may possibly

Symptoms

cuit is to make sure the
AGC control is properly

The electronic service
technician should have a

adjusted. This is probably
one of the most common

clear

of

problems. If the control

making sure the AGC
control is properly adjusted, according to the

what symptoms may lead
him to suspect AGC cir-

is rotated too far in one
direction, the circuit be-

formation, and an over-

cuitry problems. He should
keep in mind that the

comes inoperative and no

understanding

have some sound. After

manufacturer's service in-

load condition still seems
to exist, proceed with the
following measures to isolate the problem.

level of the video signal

AGC voltage is developed,
allowing the TV set to
overload on strong signals.

which modulates the picture tube.
The best place to start

If the AGC con; rol is
rotated to the extreme opposite direction, the keyer

lector on the TV receiver
to an unused channel and

is

transistor

if

AGC voltage controls the

to view the screen of
the TV receiver. A dark
picture with excessive vid26

I

will

conduct

very heavily, and excessive AGC voltage will be
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plifiers

are

functioning.

gain of the RF and IF Then, turn the channel se-

Turn the channel se-

the

antenna

leads from the antenna
terminals of the TV set
and loosely couple the
lead or hold it a few

inches from the antenna
terminals. If a picture appears on the screen as the
antenna lead is moved
away, this is an indication
of a gain problem.
Measure the AGC voltages. If the IF AGC voltage is

approximately

3

volts (Fig. 1 and 2) and

a raster appears with

the RF AGC voltage is
about 8 volts, then the
RF and IF amplifiers are

snow, it is an indication
that the RF and IF Am -

operating at maximum.
If the noise canceller

RF

AMPLIFER

THIRD IF
AMPLIFIER

SECOND I

FIRST IF

MIXER

AMPLIFER

,p1

the bias test voltage to the
AGC line, using the emitter of a transistor as reference. Connect the polarity
to provide a forward bias

AMPLIFER

voltage (Fig. 3).

TO

If the AGC circuit

VIDEO
SECTION

I

I

is

shorted, it will now be
disconnected from the
amplifier circuit. Now vary

IF AGC

OSC

the bias voltage and observe the picture on the
FROM VIDEO
SECTION

AGC

AGC

RF AGC

KEYER

AMPLIFER

screen of the TV receiver.
With no bias voltage, the
picture will be dark or cut

Block diagram showing the RF AGC and IF AGC voltages applied to the amplifier circuits of a TV receiver.

off. As the voltage is in-

normal and high signal
levels to the antenna terminals, in most cases is a

BIAS VOLTAGE SUPPLY

+

defect in the AGC circuit,
but we should make sure.
Clamping the AGC line
can be a very quick meth-

-

od of determining if an

AGC

Fig. 3-Bias voltage connections for the PNF and NPN transistors
employed in the AGC circuit of a transistorized TV receiver.

transistor, Q6, is shorted
or leaky, it will cause 05
to turn off, causing the
AGC circuits to function
as if the video signal is
weak, and, in turn, causing the RF and IF amplifiers to operate at higher
gain. Substitute the noise
canceller transistor
temporarily remove

or
it

from its socket and the
TV receiver should function properly, if it is de-

sure the voltage to ground

from the junction of C10
and the cathode of D3. If

that the trouble is in the

the proper voltages. Then,

AGC circuit.
Disconnect

apply a voltage using a
battery or variable bias

removing

substitution unit

Q6

from its socket and normal operation is not restored, try checking transistors 04, QS, and Q10.
If all transistors check

good, the diodes should
be checked with an ohmmeter, in -circuit, with the

line, starting at the lowest

voltage, to prevent damage to the transistor. On
transistor circuits, the pic-

ture should be quite dark

or cut off with the bias
voltage control set at zero.
Then, as the voltage is increased, normal operation

should be restored, then

this voltage is approxi-

the

mately 2 or 3 volts, then
the AGC keyer stage is
functioning properly and

symptom should return if

overloaded

the AGC circuit

video
is

at

the problem is the adjoining circuitry. If this voltage is within 9 to 11 volts,
then the AGC keyer stage
is operating properly, and

fault. This proves that the
amplifier can function normally if the proper AGC
voltage is provided.
If overload video conditions still persist, check

the problem lies within

the voltages

and

resis-

the AGC

filter capacitors and substitute them one at a time
until the defective capacitor is located.
If the overload video
conditions reappear and
the bias voltage has no ef-

fect upon the picture in
any one of the stages,
check for a defective com-

ponent in that stage.
Common Keyed AGC
Circuit Problems

In a large majority of
cases

of

AGC

circuit

problems, we find a defective AGC keyer transistor, which is

usually

shorted from the collector
to emitter. If we find that
the transistor is shorted,
replace the associated di-

associated

tances of components that

with the IF AGC buffer
stage or the RF AGC in-

would disable the keyed

ode used in the collector
circuit with one having a

AGC amplifier stage.
Disconnect the AGC

high

the

fective.

After

TV set turned off. Mea-

should

of these stages, it is likely

to the AGC bias voltage
NPN
TRANSISTOR

conditions

return. Then repeat these
steps for the first IF am-

schematic for

voltage
TO IF
AGC

video

the AGC test points and

facturer's

RF

opera-

First, check the manu-

exist.

PNP
TRANSISTOR

normal

tions should be restored,
then the overload video
conditions should be restored and the overload

plifier and RF amplifier
stages. If the video overload conditions don't appear continuously at any

AGC circuit problem does

Tyr

creased,

circuitry

verter stage.
Clamping the AGC
Circuit
An overloaded video

condition on the screen of
the TV set when applying

circuit from the base of
the second IF amplifier
and connect a bias voltage

source in its place.
Adjust the bias control
to zero voltage. Connect

reverse breakdown
voltage. The diode can be
checked in -circuit with an
ohmmeter. When using an
ohmmeter, the resistance
of the diode should measure a fairly low resistance
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New in Color TV for
1975 -Part III

Magnavox's new color TV line
consist of all -modular, solidstate designs which will be manufactured within the U.S.
The full range of screen sizes in
the color TV portables and table
will

By Joseph Zauhar

models feature the new high -resolution, precision in -line, negative

Last month, in the second of a series
reviewing the new color TVs for 1975, the new
and significantly changed circuitry in General
Electric's new line was discussed. This month, we
will continue to review some of the new or

significantly changed circuitry employed in the
new Magnavox color TV line.

matrix picture tube.

The "Second Generation"

all -

solid -state color TV chassis will be
used in all of the 25 -inch (diagonal)
TV models.
Seven chassis are employed in the
Magnavox color TV line: The
T981, T982, and the T987 are all solid -state chassis introduced last
year for use with small -screen TV
sets without significant changes. The
T985 used with the 13 -inch (diagonal) screen size models and the
T986 used with the 15 -inch (diago-

nal) models are new modularized,
solid-state chassis. The T995 chassis is a new modularized solid-state
chassis which is used in the 25 -inch

(diagonal) TV sets and the T989
chassis is used in the stereo/theater
model TV sets.
T985/986 COLOR TV CHASSIS

Two new modularized, solid-state

color TV chassis are introduced in
Magnavox's 1975 color TV lines.

The T985 color TV chassis

is

used with the 13 -inch (diagonal)
screen size models and the T986
chassis (Fig. 1) is used with the 15 inch (diagonal) screen size TV
models. Both chassis use the same
plug-in modules. The only essential

difference between the T985 and
T986 chassis is the horizontal -output transformer and the size of the

picture tube screen. A simplified

block diagram of the T985/986

Fig. 1-Magnavox's T985/986 Modularized Color TV Chassis. Courtesy of Magnavox.

color TV chassis is shown in Fig. 2.

These chassis are used in portable
color TV receivers equipped with
in -line
AF

AFT
MODULE

SOUND
MODULE

PROC

SPAR

UHF
TUNER

IDEO

MODULE

C"°614 CHROMA

V

DEMOD
M3OULE

-Y

MODULE

BOARD
mciv It

RF
AGC

RGB
NODULE

DELAY
MODULE

!VIDEO

AOC/

SYNC
MODULE

SYNC

NOMZ
MODULt
SYNC

0105

NOMZ

NORIZ

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

XFPAR

--

FOCUS t

NV
RECT/
TRIFLER

\xk

NV/

0101

VERY
OUTPUT
I2OV

1201A

REG
MODULE

VERT [_.

DEFL
YOKE

COC/DR
MODULE
0102

24/250V
SUPPLY

MODULE

VERT
OUTPUT

Fig. 2-Simplified block diagram of the T985/986 color TV chassis. Courtesy of Magnavox
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employing

vertical configuration and is hinged

CRT
SOCKET
BOARD
CRT

OSC/DR

tubes,

The chassis is constructed in a

R

VIDEO

SEC
11.00 CONTROL

picture

permanent deflection yokes and no
dynamic convergence circuitry.

on the right side, and swings outward to allow access to the 120volt Regulator Module and other
components. The remainder of the
13 modules are accessible from the
back of the chassis. Molex connec-

tors are used on the modules to
mate with the main chassis member. The IF, AFT, and AGC/Sync
modules used in the T985/986
chassis are identical to those used

the only prime time test pattern.
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Model 1077B
$454
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Remember the test pattern? Here's how to use

stage as you go.

that old standby to cut
your troubleshooting time
in half.
Eroadcast test patterns
are available only at very inconvenient times these days.
So our Model 1077B Television
Analyst has a flying -spot scanner
that transforms any 3"x4" transparency into a broadcast -format TV picture.
We even supply you with a test pattern slide.

A test pattern provides valuable informa,:ion
about picture size, linearity, focus, resolut on,
ringing (overshoot), low -frequency phase shift
(smear) and frequency response. Unless the TV
receiver isn't working, of course.
That's why the 1077B provides signal -substitution outputs to let you inject the test pattern any wt -ere in the chain from the flyback all the way
back to the antenna terminals. You can pinpoint
the problem in minutes instead of hours, check-

Outputs include: IF, 8
VHF channels, all UHF

channels, video, sync,

4.5MHz sound subcarrier

with ikHz FM modulation,

1 kHz audio, chroma, vertical
grid drive, horizontal grid drive,
AGC keying pulse, horizontal
plate crive, horizontal solid-state

sweep drive, vertical plate drive and

vertical solid state sweep drive.
There's also a built-in dot/bar/crosshatch generator for color TV chroma and convergence adjustments. Plus positive or negative bias supply

and B+ boost indication. All level controls are
conveniently located on the front panel.
There's nothing else like it.
Ask your distributor for Model 1077B, the latest

in over 23 years of television analysts-in stock
now or w'ite Dynascan.

PRODI/C7S Of

DWASCAN

1801 W. Belle Plaine Ave. Chicago, IL 60613 Phone 012) 327-7270
Complete Line of Analog and Digital Multime'ers, Oscilloscopes, Signal Generators,
Semiconductor Testers, Power Supplies. Probes. Tube Testers and Substitution Boxes.
... for more details circle 103 on Reader Service Card
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in the 25 -inch

(diagonal) solidstate chassis, T995.

Many of the controls are accessible from the back of the TV set
without removing the cabinet back,
which include the three Videomatic
Preset, Vertical Hold, and the Hor-

izontal Hold controls. The Focus
control is accessible through a ventilation slot located at the top of the
cabinet back.
T-995 COLOR TV CHASSIS

The new T995 color TV chassis

(Fig. 3) is a "second generation"
modular chassis
which is used in the 25 -inch (diagonal) color TV receivers. It employs

all -solid-state,

fifteen plug-in modules and an Interconnect Board Assembly. The
vertical design of the chassis allows

it to be tilted outward and down
from its vertical position, to a 45
degree position and one at 20 de-

Fig. 3-Rear view or a Magnavox color TV set equipped with the T995 chassis. Courtesy of
Magnavox.

grees from a horizontal position, as
shown in Fig. 4, to aid servicing if
required.

All of the module sockets are
keyed so that the modules cannot
be installed incorrectly and are

secured by plastic pins, hold down
wires or by screws to a heat sink.

A few of the modules use plugs
which have to be disconnected before removal of the modules. Molex
connectors with metal -to -metal con-

tacts are used throughout the chassis, with the exception of the Convergence Board.

Low Voltage Power Supply
To protect the TV set from pow-

er line surges or to maintain adequate performance during low volt-

age "brown out" a new saturable,
self -regulating -type

power

trans-

former is used in the T995 color
TV chassis.

Only two basic DC voltages are
provided by the low -voltage power
supply and all circuits are powered
either directly or indirectly by the
two DC voltage sources. The only
tertiary winding provides the picture tube filament voltage. Most of
the power supply circuits are found
on the Interconnect PC board and
the plug-in Power Supply Modi-le.
When line switch S2 (Fig. - is
closed, it energizes the power ti
w

former, providing the supply volt-

ages and 6.3 v AC to the picture
tube filaments. To prevent arc -over
to the cathodes of the picture tube,
30

I

Fig. 4-The T995 color TV chassis features
tilt -down positions, to aid servicing of the
chassis. Courtesy of Magnavox.

the filaments are kept at 135 v DC
above ground potential. The transformer is constructed with built-in
magnetic shunts, which allows it to
operate in its regulating saturation
region, when used in conjunction
with a capacitor which is shunted
across its secondary winding.
When capacitor C3 resonates with
the secondary winding and saturates
the secondary winding core, the

primary winding core does not saturate because of the magnetic

shunts. This arrangement is often
referred to as a ferroresonant regulator.

Since the secondary winding of
the transformer is normally saturated, the primary winding may fluctuate, while the output of the secondary remains relatively constant.
For example, if the AC line voltage

changes approximately 10 percent,
there would be less than a 1 -percent
voltage variation at the secondary
output of the transformer. Since the
secondary winding operate: in saturation, its outputs are essentially
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Fig. 5-The AC input circui of the T995 color
TV chassis features a saturable, self-regulating

type

power

transformer.

Courtesy

of

Magnavox.

square wave.

The secondary winding of the
transformer is center tapped to

ground. Diodes D2 and D3 form a
full -wave rectifier, providing the 28

v DC source voltage which is filtered by capacitor C2B. Another
full -wave rectifier is formed by
diodes D1 and D4, providing the
135 v DC source voltage which is
filtered by C2A. Both supply voltage outputs are coupled to the Power Supply Module.
MOS-FET Video IF Circuit

A new MOS-FET (field-effect
transistor) Video IF Circuit (Fig.
6) represents a departure from previous Magnavox chassis designs.
The first, second and third Video
IF amplifier circuits use dual -gate
field-effect transistors. These stages
require reverse AGC voltage, and a
new AGC circuit has been designed
to accommodate this requirement.

CRY
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Fig. 6-Schematic diagram of the IF Module employing MOS-FET's in
the first and second IF Amplifier stages. Courtesy of Magnavox.

RR

777

Fig. 7-The new Video DC Clamp circuit found on the Low Level Video
Module helps to maintain the darker portion of the picture at constant
level. Courtesy of Magnavox.

-.1
GRIMY

OR

VIDEOMATIC
MODULE
a

Fig. 8-The Automatic Chroma Control (ACC) circuit is part of the
Videomatic Module. Courtesy of Magnavox.

The use of MOS-FETs has many
advantages over conventional transistors; among these are: 1) lower
feedback capacity, 2) better cross modulation performance, 3) less

AGC power consumption, 4) improved thermal stability, 5) higher
gain, and 6) lower current requirements.

The bias on G1 of transistors Q1

and 02, which prevents excessive
DC current flow, is provided by resistors R7 and R16. These resistors
are bypassed by capacitors C7 and

C16 to obtain maximum gain. A
24 -volt voltage divider provides the

G2 bias to both stages and is influenced by the IF AGC voltage.
The input signal to 01, obtained
from the tuner IF link, is trapped
at 47.25 MHz and 39.75 MHz to
minimize the amplifier response to
adjacent channel picture and sound
carriers. The input coil, L3, is tuned
to the center frequency of 44 MHz.
Because of the low input Q of the

IF input circuit, the tuner of IF
module may be replaced without

Fig. 9-Simplified schematic diagram of the Video Gain Reduction circult found on the Videomatic Module. Courtesy of Magnavox.

any link adjustments needed.
The IF signal then appears at the

drain of 01 and the 45.75 MHz
picture carrier is optimized by the
tuned circuit controlled by coil L5.
The signal is then further amplified
when it is applied to G1 of Q2. The

7) is found on the Low Level
Video Module. The luminance signal received is coupled and delayed
by the delay line, DL1, and devel-

oped across resistor R4. It is then
coupled through C3 to the base of
the video buffer transistor, 03, and

tuned circuit at the drain of Q2,

DC coupled from Q3 to the picture

controlled by coil L6, optimizes the
frequency response to the color intercarrier frequency of 42.17 MHz.
The IF signal is then coupled to G1

part of a DC clamping circuit which
clamps the blanking pedestal back -

of Q3, the third IF amplifier, for
further amplification.
DC Video Clamp Circuit

The new video circuit employed
in the T995 chassis, maintains the
darker portion of the picture at a

tube. Transistors 01 and Q2 are
porch of the video signal found at
the base of Q3 to the DC level determined by the setting of the bright-

ness control. The base voltage of
Q3 is determined by the DC voltage on C3 and R4. Approximately
1.5 v is applied to diodes D1 and
D2 from the brightness control wip-

constant level to help prevent "grey
shift" during certain scene changes.
The circuit allows the average
brightness level of the original scene
to be transferred to the picture tube
screen. If we have black in the orig-

er arm through R9 and R10. During the backporch time of the hori-

inal scene, we will have black on
the screen and not grey.

ized.

The DC video clamp circuit (Fig.

zontal blanking interval, the voltage

across C3 and R4 is momentarily
compared to the 1.5 v set by the
brightness control and then equalA horizontal pulse obtained from
transformer

the horizontal -output
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is coupled into the circuit through
R1. This pulse is delayed by R1
and Cl, to make it correspond to

(Fig. 8). The signal is amplified by
the ACC Amplifier transistor, Q3,
and then coupled through C7 to the

the backporch of the video horizontal blanking pedestal. The pulse is

junction of D1 and D2. D1 con-

rectified by diode D4 and shaped
by the network consisting of R2,

cursions, then provides a positive
charge to the positive side of C9.

C2, and R3 before being applied to

the base of the Pulse Clipper, 01,
which saturates during each pulse
and cuts off between pulses.
Transistor Q1 applies a positive
pulse through R6 to the base of the
Pulse Phase Inverter, Q2. Two
equal -amplitude,

opposite -polarity

pulses are produced by Q2. The
positive pulse appears at the collector, while the negative pulse appears at the emitter of the transistor.

The amount of charge on C3
during the pulse time is determined

by the blanking level of the video
signal. This level could be higher or

lower than the 1.5 v set by the
brightness control. When the voltage across C3 and R4 tends to exceed the voltage, D1 becomes forward biased during the pulse time
and C3 discharges to the correct
level through D1, C4, Q2 and R8.
If the voltage across C3 and R4
tends

level set by the brightness control,
D2 becomes forward biased during
the pulse time and a charge is added

to C3, obtained from the 24v supply through R7, Q2, C5, and D2.
To prevent discharging of C3 between clamp pulses, Q3, a high input impedance emitter follower
transistor, is used.
In short, the function of this circuit is to keep the blanking pedestal
of the video signal clamped to the
DC level set by the brightness control.

Chroma Leveling Circuit
The new chroma leveling circuit,

or more commonly known as the
Automatic Chroma Control (ACC),
reduces or eliminates surges of color
that may occur on the TV set screen
during scene changes.
The chroma ACC circuitry is a
part of the Videomatic Module.
This closed -loop -circuit configuration keeps the chroma level relatively constant regardless of burst
amplitude or chroma saturations.
The chroma signal obtained from
the collector of 05 is coupled

through C5 to the base of Q3, located on the Videomatic Module
32

I

ducts during the positive signal exDiode D2 conducts during the negative signal excursions and provides

a negative charge to the negative
side of capacitor C9. As a result,
C9 acquires a DC voltage proportioned to the chroma signal amplitude. This DC voltage is then
coupled to the base of the ACC
Driver transistor, Q4, controlling
its conduction. As the chroma signal tries to increase, the charge on
C9 increases and reduces the positive voltage at the base of Q4, in-

creasing its forward bias and, in
turn, increasing its conduction.

When Q4 conducts, a positive
voltage is developed across R42 and

then is applied to the anode of D5.
D5 is now forward biased and conducts through R45. The cathode of
D5 is connected at the junction of
R46 and C13, which is the chroma

input line to 05, the chroma amplifier transistor. Because D5 is forward biased, a portion of the chroma input signal is shunted through
D5 and C11 to ground. If the signal
tends to increase, Q4 conducts

more, and D5 becomes more forward biased, causing it to conduct
more. When D5 conducts more, its
impedance decreases and more of

the

input signal is shunted to
ground, and counteracts the original
signal, making it a closed loop arrangement.
Diode D5 is always slightly forward biased during chroma broad-

casts, and the circuit can compensate for amplitude excursions of
about plus or minus 3 dB. This circuit operates in addition to the burst
control on the First Chroma Amplifier, which can provide up to 15 dB
correction in the chroma level with
respect to burst amplitude. Diodes
D7 and D8 function as a clamp to

prevent the anode of D5 from exceeding 1.4 v.

Videomatic One -Button Tuning
System

Most Magnavox color TV sets

for 1975 will be equipped with
Videomatic one -button tuning systems. It will be offered for the first

time on the new 13 -inch and 15 inch (diagonal) color TV portables.
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The Videomatic system employed

in the T995 chassis will serve two
functions: One, it monitors the ambient room light and then automatically adjusts the brightness, contrast
and color levels accordingly. Two, it

switches in a secondary set of pre adjusted controls.

These

pre-set

controls are located on the instrument's front panel, behind the normal customer controls, and can be
adjusted by inserting a screwdriver
through the hollow customer control shafts. These pre-set controls
do not completely defeat the opera-

tion of the normal customer con-

trols, but allow the customer to
make minor adjustments for his per-

sonal preference. The Videomatic
Button also activates the automatic
fine tuning (AFT) circuit. With the
Videomatic system on, the AFT cir-

cuit is activated. When the Videomatic system is off, the AFT circuit
may be on or off, depending on the
position of the AFT Defeat switch
located on the front control panel
of the TV set. The Videomatic
switch

is mounted on the Video-

matic Switch Module behind the instrument's front control panel.
The video input signal is received

at pin 11 of the video and chroma
gain reduction IC (Fig. 9), which is
found on the Videomatic module.
This IC consists of a dual amplifier,
with the gain of each amplifier being controlled by DC voltages. One
amplifier is used as a video amplifier and the other is used as a chro-

ma amplifier. The input 24 -volt
source voltage is decoupled by R30
and C4, providing a 22 -volt source,
then divided by voltage divider networks to provide the various operating voltages required in the circuit.

These dividers prevent exceeding
the maximum 20 -volt rating of the
IC.

The Video Differential Amplifier's output is coupled from pin 8
of the IC to the base of the Luminance Amplifier transistor, Q2. The
gain of this transistor is controlled
by the DC voltage found at pins 6
and 9 of the IC and varied by the
contrast control and the emitter

voltage of the LDR DC Amplifier.
The DC voltage applied to pins 6
and 9 sets the nominal gain of the
Video Differential Amplifier and is
received through the voltage divider
consisting of R19 and R20. The DC
operating voltages applied to pins

7 and 8 are received through the

voltage divider consisting of R27,
R29, R5 and R8. The video output

ture on the TV set's screen also in-

modules and components used in

creases to compensate for the in-

received from pin 8 of the IC drives
the Luminance Amplifier, Q2. This
transistor amplifies and inverts the
signal which is applied to the Delay
Line Driver transistor, Q6, driving

crease in ambient room light. If the
ambient room light decreases, the
opposite reaction takes place. If the
LDR Defeat switch is closed, Q1
becomes saturated and only the contrast control has affect on the gain
of the amplifier.

the vertical and horizontal scan circuits, including the video output.

the Delay Line on the Low Level
Video Module.
When the contrast control is ro-

T981, T982 and T987 COLOR

tated to the right, the voltages at

TV CHASSIS

pins 6 and 9 become more positive.
The voltage will be higher at pin 6

than at 9 because of the

resis-

tance of resistor R16, and the voltage differences between the pins in-

creases. As a result, we will find
less contrast on the screen of the
TV set. The conduction level of Q1

affected by light dependent resistor (LDR), connected to its base
circuit. The LDR is located on the
front control panel of the TV set
is

and is exposed to the ambient room
light. When the ambient room light

is high, the resistance of the LDR
is low, causing Q1 to conduct more.
As its conduction increases, its

emitter voltage drops and the DC
voltage difference between pins 6
and 9 also drops, applying more sig-

nal to Q2. The contrast of the pic-

The T981, T982 and T987 are
all -solid-state color TV chassis introduced last year to be used with
small screen, in -line picture tubes
in the portable color TV line. The

T981 chassis will be used in the
17 -inch portable TV models, and
the T982 in the 19 -inch (diagonal)
table model color TV sets.
The T981 chassis consists of two

main circuit boards and 14 or 15
plug-in modules. The Signal Board
Assembly is mounted vertically,
containing modules and components
used in the video, IF sound, chroma, AFT and signal processing circuits.

Also, on some models the

signal board contains a Videomatic
Module. The Scan Board Assembly
is mounted horizontally, containing

The sound, high -voltage, vertical -

scan, video -output and parts of the
horizontal -scan circuits are basically

the same as those used in the T989
color TV chassis.
T989 COLOR TV CHASSIS

The 25 -inch (diagonal) stereo
theater color TV sets will be
equipped with the T989 chassis.

Although all of the circuits are
solid state in the T989 chassis, it
still maintains the configuration of
the tube -type chassis, and the service adjustment controls remain essentially the same.
Most of the circuitry is located
on four circuit panels which plug
into the main chassis pan, and the
circuit

modules

are located on

these panels and are provided with
plug-in sockets for easy removal.

This chassis also uses what is
commonly referred to as the "RGB
System," in which all matrixing of
the luminance and R -Y, B -Y and
G -Y is accomplished prior to driving

the picture tube control elements,
eliminating the luminance chain.
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et Think of it as the best tester
in your bag. Only $299
Oga

Now you can get a high performance Model 8000A Digital
V.O.M. from Fluke, America's foremost maker of quality digital
mutimeters, especially designed for TV, radio, stereo and audio
service. No other digital V.O.M. gives you the resistance range
to check breakers and switches, the high resolution voltage to
look at emitter base and other transistor voltages, excellent ac
accuracy and full accuracy with a 30 second warm-up.
Measures in 26 ranges 100 iN to 1200 V, 0.1 µA to 2A, and 100
rninit to 20 meg-! with a basic dc accuracy of 0.1%. Full year
guarantee. Low cost options include rechargeable battery pack,
printer output, deluxe test leads, HV, RF & 600 -amp ac current
probes, carrying case, and rack mount. Unique self zero eliminates offset uncertainty. Electronics securely mounted In high impact case. Service centers throughout U.S., Canada, Europe
and Far East for 48 -hour turnaround repair.

FLUKE

P.O. Box 7428,
Seattle, Washington 98133.

Get all the details from your nearest Fluke sales office. Dial
toll -free 800-426-0361 for address of office nearest you.
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communications systems in
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An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only

3

ANY

you can obtain

OF

THESE
U NIQUE
BOOKS

yours for only

9

... with Trial

(Combined List Price $45.85) Club Membership
May we send you your choice of

any three books on the facing

Trial Membership in Electronics Book

.

.

umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electronics -radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communications, engineering -you will find
Electronics Book Club will help you.
With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your understanding of electronics, too.
How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of

the help and generous savings the

Club offers you. For here is a Club devoted exclusively to seeking out only

those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.

1. Charter Bonus: Take any three of
. . . plus the FREE
Bonus book worth $7.95 (combined
values to $53.80) for only 990 each
with your Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you at least 25%
the books shown

to 75% on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.
4. Wide Selection: Members are annually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.

5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-

if you act now !

.

To start your Membership on these

Yes,

Here are quality hardbound vol-

are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members . . important books to read and keep . . . vol-

limited number of books for new Members.

if you fill in and mail the Membership Application card today, you'll

Club?

umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.
These handsome, hardbound books

promptly, for we've reserved only a

SPECIAL FREE BONUS

page as part of an unusual offer of a

also

get

this

Bonus

Book,

each

attractive terms, simply fill out and

FREE!

TV TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK
Revised Second Edition

completely updated quick -reference source
for solutions to hundreds of tough -dog troubles.
A

Regular List Price 57.95
(for a total combined list price of S53.80!)

tional Club Selection you purchase.
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodically sent to Members.

mail the postage -paid airmail card today. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.

SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

6. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of important new books . . . books vital to

RCA Color TV Serv. Man's. Vols. 3 &
Ea. List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

perience, that these very real advantages can be yours . . . that it is pos-

Elec. Wiring & Lighting for Home/Office
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Modern Communications Switching Sy.

published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so do-

Color TV Trouble Factbook-2nd Ed.

your continued advancement.
This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-

sible to keep up with the literature
ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described

in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know

about, and to own if you desire, significant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-

ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this

many anyway . . . without the substantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting opportunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electronics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer

SENDNO MONEY!

is appealing,

to

CET License Handbook
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
TV Bench Servicing Techniques
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Practical Test Instruments You Can Build
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

List Price $17.95; Club Price $13.95
Computer Technician's Handbook
List Price $12.95; Club Price $8.95

List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95
Solid -State Circuits Guidebook
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Installing TV & FM Antennas
List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Understanding & Using the VOM & EVM
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Modern Applications of Linear IC's

List Price $12.95; Club Price $9.95

FM Stereo/Quad Recvr. Servicing Man'l
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Electronic Music Production
List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Auto Stereo Service & Installation
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

Getting Most out of Elec. Calculators

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Mobile Radio Handbook
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Elec. Test Equipment/How To Use It
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Indexed Guide To Modern Elects. Circs.
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Electronics For Shutterbugs
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Introduction to Medical Electronics
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
Cassette Tape Recorders
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

MATV Systems Handbook
List

Price

$7.95; Club

Price

$4.95

How to Repair Small Gasoline Engines
List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95

act

Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!

FET Applications Handbook

CATV System Engineering Third

Edition. Reof the accepted technical standard of the
CATS' industry
an expanded and revised version of the
first and only authoritative book on planning. designing and
operating a CATV
vised

.

.

wealth

plant. Covers systems
of uncorrelated
components

as well as fully integrated solid-state
plants. Subjects covered include disadvantageous amplifier design concepts, high level distribution, principles of cable powering, amplifier and

of

data

on

material prepared by some of the
most capable engineers in the field.
Early Chapters delve
into current-voltag
relationships, apple cation
areas,
IDNI
and AC amplifiers, voltage controlled

ernize older systems using the newest
equipment available. 2511 pps.

attenuators. and limiter and chopper
Additional Chapters deal
with linear applications, chopper and
switching circuits. integrated circuits
and photo -VETS. Also FET oscillators. describing various types and the
necessary biasing arrangements. Essential design data includes starting
conditions. power output, frequency
stability, and efficiency. 320 pp, ,
250 illus.. 26 Chapters. Hardbound.

List Price $12.95 Order No. 298

List Price $14.95 Order No. 240

dynamic
range,
cascaded
figure of merit, system operating
levels, jumper cables, equalization
system

and alignment, and a host of other
vital subjects, including how to mod

Practical Test Instruments

Dictionary of Electronics

You can build

You'll find this huge

volume
useful in

extremely
whatever

connection you have
with electronics. This
dictionary of electronics defines most
all of the electronic
terms you will run
across in your every-

An arsenal of high-

ly useful.
economical. easy -to -build test
equipment
designed
by the people who
use
it
everyday.
Selected
for
their
general
usefulness
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particles
lens

zoom

the

defines

terms you need and use moat often,
including those found in radio, TV,
conimunicutions, radar, electronic inst rii ment at ion, broadcasting, industrial electronics. etc. It provides full,
complete and easily -understandable
explanations of thousands of specific
electronics terms (such as transistors,
acoustic feedback. alpha particles.
beat oscillator, final anode, electrostatic lens. nonlinear resistance. etc.) .
420 pps., 487 illustrations Hardbound.

List Price $8.95 Order No. 300

servicing professions.
these
projects
are
capable
of
being
built and put to
use in a single eve-

uu

ning, and they make optimum use
of inexpensive components. Project

areas have been divided into these
discrete
Sections:
semiconductor
testing devices: measuring volts,
ohms, arid rf watts: dip meters and
wa retorters; and useful test and
measurement
circuits.
Wherever
your technical interest lies, you'll
find ideal projects tailor-made to
your own requirements. 204 pps.,
157 illus. Hardbound.
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to

technology.
You'll
learn
about
the
methods and devicautomatically inspect,

and count, and about digital

control techniques
that
machines how to perform
operations. Also covered
are electronic heating, welding and
machining devices, plus ultrasonic
cleaning,
liquid
processing.
and
laser applications. 416 pps., 380
illus. Hardbound.
process

"tell"

case -history data drawn from actual
experience. In every ease. the material is based on practical. down-toearth reasoning and techniques. 288
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Pictorial Guide to CB Radio
Installation & Repair
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circuits.
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proper
installation,

damage,

radio

setting up a

telephone -to -

interconnect ion and antenna
setup and site selection. Shows, in

pictures and text, how to optimize
the coaxial line, tune the antenna,

reduce cable length to increase antenna gain. etc. 256 pps. Hardbound.
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tional data for

Com-
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oscillators,
switching

power supand
various

nonlinear

circuits.

The broad range of
circuits included were
selected on the basis
practicality.

A

of

application and
design philosophy

section is included with each group

of circuits, thereby providing a basis
for understanding circuits other than
those selected as examples. This is
a
collection of practical circuits
which have wide ((mincer
Each
circuit description includes data C011 reining airy unique design or operational data. Hundreds of illustrations
and diagrams. 448 ups.. 6" x 9".
ilardhound
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charts.

and waveforms-condensed
easy -to -use, step-by-step troubleshooting charts that will help
solve almost any TV trouble in
double-quick time. With typical photos and scope traces, this manual
will lead you quickly from symptom to repair. Normal and abnormal waveforms, taken from representative
TV receivers, pinpoint

problems that might otherwise keep
you guessing.
of illus.

and

on scopes of every type. with special
emphasis on solid-state circuits. Describes basin' functions. scope circuits. ac vs. de inputs. differentiated
and integrated pulses and waveforms.
and outlines every conceivable electronic test you're likely to perform
on any rgnipmcnt
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An
indispensable
.tite-xtop source of info
(including how

to get rid of' interference)
for
all
types of auto stereo
eq uipment . .
rtta

inst al ls ion
procedures for FM
radios, 8 -track cartridge
units,
and
cassette players. Includes 48 complete
schematics
of
13
de tailed

AN}
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major manufacturers. Contains one
of the
most lucid
descriptions
of magnetic -tape theory ever published. The text on installation is

very thorough and detailed-even to
showing how to make a hole in carpeting; general maintenance covers
the mechanical aspects-dial cord

and
lamp
replacement,
replacing controls, demagnetizing, tape
splicing, etc. 252 pps., 245 illus.
Hardbound.
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Zenith Color TV
Service Manual -- Vol. 3

Jam-packed
,ItI
more
information.
than
ever
before,

this all -new Zenith
color
TV manual
provides all the servicing data you'll
ever need for these
models:
14DC14,
15, 15Z, 18 16Z;
14CC14 (and up) 180C27, 29, and
30; 19DC11 and
12; 19DC19Z and

This excellent

devised,

384

List Price $8.95 Order No. 611

guidebook is designed
especially for technicians who'd like
to
become
more
familiar with the
most versatile piece
of test
equipment

ever

signal
voltage

into

text shows how it's

the beginner who
,:ints to get for
started in servicing
the right way. It's packed with info

typical

schematics,
analysis,

Using a scope is as
easy as A -B -C, and
this
down-to-earth
done.

20; 20CC50 and 50Z; 23DC14;

25CC25, 50, and 55; 25DC56; in
addition to the brand new 1974
17/ 19EC45; 25EC58 series just
released.

Contains

complete

align-

ment and service instructions. new circuit descriptions. schematics, and
complete teat -point waveform photos
-PLUS 15 full-size right -up-to-theminute schematics! 180 plus.. includnig

30 page
l

Scheniaticdohfout
ttherette cover.
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List Price $7.95 Order No. WI

Commercial FCC License
Handbook
A new and uny ue

study guide and re et-ence manual, combin-

ingRX theory and applications with up -todate
questions and
answers for lst, 2nd.
3rd class radiotelephone license exams
plus broadcast and
radar
endorsements.
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Everything you need
complete detailed answers to questions (.ii any subject
you may be asked when you take
your exam. Numerous practical examples are used to describe the various principles you need to understand the exam questions. In each
case, the author painstakingly explains the answers to questions on
all subjects. Prepares you for aunt
exam. 444 pps.. 150 illustration.

to kno'v is included-

Hardbound.
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List Price 59.95 Order No. 582

Acoustic Techniques
for Home & Studio

Ten -Minute Test Techniques

Contains 124 exam-
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Handbook of Semiconductor
Circuits

proach to setting up
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Understanding & Using the

including many
of the latest innova-

repetitive

over 260 illus. Hardbound.
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you pinpoint the cause of virtually
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thousands

the basis of originality and practical aii
plication. Now you
can have, at your
fingertips, this carefully planned reference source of tried and tested circuits. Selected on the basis of their
usefulness. this detailed compilation
of practical design data is the answer to the need for an organized
gathering of proved circuits
both
basic and advanced designs that can
easily serve as stepping stones to
almost any kind of circuit you might
want to build. 416 pps., 19 big sections, over 800 Illus. 8 Si " x 11".
List Price $17.95 Order No. T-101

tions brought about
by advances in solidstate
electronics

Kau

photos and drawings.
Numerous
trouble-

Repair procedures are included for
dishwashers, clothes washers. dryers,
water heaters, garbage disposers. and
ranges
using typical models and

A comprehensive text
providing
an
indepth treatment of
modern
industrial
control,
processing
and monitoring meth-

ElECROSICS

lustrate typical situations with detailed

shooting charts help
any problem in a matter of minutes.

from

Auto Stereo Service &
Installation

INICUSTRIAl

it
up --just
that! Each of
the 30 sections contains a circuit defix
like

of functions, selected

Industrial Electronics:
Principles & Practice

any
ap-

major electrical
pliance is contained
in this comprehensive. up-to-date volume. The authors explain every step in
great detail. and il-

"cook-

List Price $7.95 Order No. 664

Everything you need

to know to

you need
speed
color -TV
diagnosis and repair
to the point where
it's "Turn it on.
check it out, and

to

circuit

Ust Price $7.95 Order No. 669

Major Appliance Repair Guide

By Purest Belt, all

the data

book," now containing over 600 proven
circuits, for all types

to the electronic and

day reading ... from
alpha
through

popular
designer's
ever

signs,

circuits.

Ktvik-FirratTV Service Manual

Handbook
New Fourth Edition
-A brand-new, enlarged edition of the

the FET and its various applications in
practical circuit de-

.

composed

Electronic Circuit Design

This revised 2nd edition
contains
a

Third Edition

1011111C

Pa MINI P100
Yaw IsMIN

Complete coverage of
a
neglected subject!

Two related areasaudio and acoustics
-are neatly tied together in this single
volume
aimed

for the

hi -fl buff as
as the professional broadcast and

well

recording
studio
technician.
If you
can handle simple
algebra and read a

Preeagne(Tefm7i2su=
speaker, but at the ear, where good
sound really means something. NVith
proper application of the techniques
and tests outlined, you can deter-

maximum fidelity-not at the loud-

Il I ine
what.
your room acoustics
lack and what to do to improve

them-at minimum cost. 224 pps.,
168 illus. Hardbound.

Ust Price $7.95 Order No. 646

... for more details circle 104 on Reader Service Card

for PC Servicing
eelmoyare

This new Art Margolis "classic" is a
practical, easy -to -follow PC board repair
guide with scores of
shortcuts for the beginner or pro. You'll
learn how printed circuit boards are
made and how components

are mounted; replacement techfor damaged
boards; soldering and
desoldering; plus the tools and
chemicals needed. Reveals unique
tricks used by the pros to remove
and
replace components
without
damaging
fragile printed boards.

niques

The author delves into "flow chart"

servicing and shows how these trouhltshooting roadmaps can cut servicing tinie. 216 pps. 114 illus., 16page Schematic Section for Admiral
M20 and Philco 2CY91. Hardbound.

Ust Price $7.95 Order No. 6911

TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

scales are printed on the graticule:

RCA WO -33B

scale is used for the .15-, 1.5-, 15 -

Oscilloscope/Quicktracer

Sweep Phase Adjustment
The WO -33B is equipped with a
SYNC PHASE control which, when
the FUNCTION Switch is in the LINE

and 150 -volt positions.

position, synchronizes the phase of
the scope internal sweep signal with

By J. W. Phipps

RCA's WO -33B is more than just
3 -inch,

a

recurrent -sweep, tube -

equipped scope. Combined with the
scope function are a built-in version

of RCA's Quicktracer Transistor/
Diode Tester and built-in, front panel provisions for using the WO -

33B as a vectorscope. In addition,
a pulse for performing ringing tests
of coils, transformers and TV deflection yokes is available from a
jack on the right side of the WO 33B.

sensitivity of 10 my p -p per inch,
and the other band provides a fre-

Features related directly to the
conventional scope function of the
WO -33B include:
Two -Band Vertical Input

The frequency compensated vertical attenuator has two bands: One
band provides a frequency response

from 20 Hz to 150 KHz ( -3dB),
with a maximum (direct -probe)

the phase of a line -frequency sweep alignment generator.

quency response from 3 Hz to 5 MHz
( ± 1 dB), with a maximum (direct probe) sensitivity of .3v p -p per
inch.

THE QUICKTRACER FUNCTION

AGE RANGE switch, an internal cali-

bration signal is automatically ap-

VERT," "SCOPE GND" and "SCOPE
HORIZ" in Fig. 1 are permanent, in-

plied to the vertical input of the

ternal connections in the WO -33B.

Built into the WO -33B is a version of RCA's WC528 Quicktracer
Transistor/Diode Tester, a simpliInternally Applied Vertical
fied schematic diagram of which is
Calibration Signal
shown in Fig. 1.
The connections labeled "SCOPE
In the CAL position of the VOLT-

scope. The v CAL control then is adTHE SCOPE

The 0-5 scale is used for the .05-, .5-,
5-, and 50 -volt positions of the VERTICAL RANGE Switch, and the 0-15

justed so that the calibration pulse

extends from the horizontal line

The only external connections required for use of the Quicktracer

labeled "CAL" on the bottom of the

function of the WO -33B are the two
connections labeled "TEST LEADS"

screen graticule to the horizontal

in Fig. 1. These are internally con-

line labeled "CAL" on the top of the
graticule. Thereafter, as long as the
V CAL control is not moved, the
peak -to -peak amplitude of signals
displayed on the screen can be read

directly from the appropriate scale

on the right side of the graticule.
Two direct -reading, peak -to -peak

nected to a jack labeled QUICK
TRACE on the bottom right front of
the scope. Inserted into this jack is
the male plug on one end of a special two -wire test lead, which is furnished with the WO -33B. The other
end of the test lead is separated into
two leads, one of which corresponds
to the "BLACK" test lead in Fig. 1,
and is equipped with a black, clip on probe. The other lead, which cor-

responds to the "RED" test lead in
Fig. 1, is

equipped with a red,

needle -type probe.

Testing Diodes Out of Circuit
The procedure for setting up and
connecting the WO -33B to test
diodes and transistors is illustrated

in Fig. 2. For testing diodes, the
black, clip -on probe is connected to
the cathode and the red, needle -type
probe is placed on the anode.

When the sine wave applied
across the secondary of T1 in Fig.
1 produces a negative alternation at
the "bottom" of the transformer, the

diode connected between the two

For additional information about this test instrument, circle 900 on the Reader Service Card.
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test leads is reverse biased and sufficient voltage is developed across
R3 to produce a horizontal trace on
the scope screen. The following alternation of the sine wave produces
a positive voltage at the "bottom"

of T1, which forward biases the

normal, or reverse, direction. The

diode. The resultant conduction of
the diode effectively shorts out the

length of the horizontal trace is a direct indication of the Zener voltage

voltage divider consisting of R3 and

of the diode (from left to right in

R4, eliminating the input required
for a horizontal trace, and produc-

age (PIV) rating of the base -emitter "diode" and, consequently, Zener (reverse) conduction of the
diode occurs. (Because RI in Fig.

Fig. 4: 30-, 15- and 7 -volt Zener diode patterns).

1
limits the current through the
"diode," no damage is caused by

ing sufficient negative voltage across
R2 to develop a negative -going
vertical trace.

Testing Bipolar Transistors
Out of Circuit

the Zener conduction.)
To test the base -collector "diode"
of a PNP transistor, the black, clip -

The scope pattern produced by

For the purpose of testing with

the two alternations of the sine wave

the Quicktracer, a bipolar transistor

across T1 is shown in Fig. 3A. Reversing the test lead connections to
the diode produces the scope pattern
in Fig. 3B. If the diode is open, only
a horizontal trace will be produced.
If the diode is shorted, only a vertical trace will be produced. Leakage
in the diode is indicated by tilting

is considered to be two diodes con-

nected in series but with opposite
polarities. The base -emitter junction
is one "diode," and the base -collec-

tor junction is the other "diode."
The setup and procedure for test-

ing the two "diodes" of a bipolar
transistor are the same as those for

of the horizontal trace portion of testing "conventional" diodes exthe pattern. The greater the leak- cept that, as will be explained, the
age, the greater the tilt.
Zener diodes also may be tested
with the Quicktracer function of the

WO -33B. However, as shown in
Fig. 4, they produce scope patterns
which are slightly different than
those of "standard" diodes. The
negative -going vertical deflection at

the right in each scope pattern is

resultant scope patterns are slightly
different.

For testing the two "diodes" of a
PNP transistor, the base serves as
the cathode for both "diodes" and,
consequently,

the

black, clip -on

probe is connected to it. To test the
base -emitter "diode," the red, needle -type probe is placed on the

produced by conventional forward
conduction, and the positive -going
vertical deflection at the left is pro-

emitter lead. The resultant scope
pattern is shown in Fig. 5A. The

duced when the Quicktracer voltage

right of the pattern is produced by
normal conduction of the "diode."

exceeds the Zener voltage of the
diode, causing it to conduct in its

negative -going

deflection

at

the

The slightly shorter, positive -going
vertical deflection at the left is produced because the Quicktracer voltage exceeds the peak -inverse -volt -

on probe is left connected to the
base, and the red, needle -type probe
is shifted to the collector lead, as in-

dicated by the broken lines in Fig.
The resultant scope pattern,
which resembles that of a "conventional" diode, is shown in Fig. 5B.
It does not contain the positive -going vertical trace on the left, as did
the base -emitter pattern, because
the output voltage of the Quicktracer is less than the PIV of most base collector junctions.
2.

Testing of the two "diodes" of
NPN transistors is the same as for
testing those of PNP transistors except that, because the P -type base
of the NPN transistor functions as
an anode, instead of as a cathode as

in the PNP transistor, the vertical
traces of the scope patterns produced by the NPN "diodes" are op-

posite those of the corresponding
patterns for the PNP type. The patterns produced by the two "diodes"
of an NPN transistor are shown in
Figs. 6A and B.
As was true for "conventional"
diodes, leakage in either

of the

"diodes" of a bipolar transistor pro-

A
Fig. 1-Simplified schematic diagram of the
Quicktracer circuitry of the WO -33B.

Fig. 3-Quicktracer scope patterns produced
by a

normally operating

"standard" diode.

Pattern produced with the clip -on probe
(BLACK) connected to the cathode and the
A)

needle -type probe (RED) placed on the anode.
B) Leads reversed.

4

1 Cl *0

B

Base -emitter Junction. B) Base -collector June tion.

SWITCHES SET TO
OUICKTRACE (OT)

SLIDE SWITCH UP

TRANSISTOR OR

DIODE ELEMENTS

Fig. 2-Test setup for testing diodes and
transistors with the Quicktracer function of
the WO -33B.

A

Fig. 5-Quicktracer scope patterns produced
by a normally operating PNP transistor. A)

A

A

Fig. 4-Quicktracer scope patterns produced
by three normally operating Zener diodes with

Fig. 6-Quicktracer scope patterns produced
by a normally operating NPN transistor. A)

different voltage ratings. A) 30 -volt Zener.
B) 15 -volt Zener. C) 7 -volt Zener.

Base -emitter junction. B) Base -collector Junction.
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duces tilting of the horizontal trace
portion of the pattern.
In -Circuit Testing
Because of the shunting effects of
other components in the circuit, in-

terpretation of the scope patterns
produced by Quicktracer in -circuit
testing of diodes and transistors is
not as easy or as conclusive as it is
for out -of -circuit tests. Components
and circuits which shunt the device
being tested cause various degrees

such drawings or photos is to make
corresponding Quicktracer tests in
a normally functioning duplicate of
the equipment being tested.
If neither source of comparative
patterns is available, in -circuit tests
with the Quicktracer still are useful
on a go/no-go basis: If only a vertical trace is produced on the scope,

only a horizontal trace is produced,
the device probably is open. In both
cases, the device should be removed
and tested out of the circuit.
THE VECTORSCOPE FUNCTION

The test setup for use of the vectorscope function of the WO -33B,

alignment of the AFPC of a
the device probably is shorted. If for
color TV receiver, is shown in Fig.
7A. The V INPUT of the scope is
connected to the 01 (control) grid

7

I-

of tilt of the horizontal trace portion of the pattern. To determine

of the picture tube red gun through
the low -capacitance function of the
probe supplied with the WO -33B.

whether or not the tilt is caused by
leakage in the transistor or diode or
whether, instead, it is caused by the
shunting effect of other components
in the circuit requires that you have
available, for comparison, service
literature containing drawings or
photos of normal in -circuit patterns

The VECTOR PROBE input of the

scope is connected directly to the
G1 grid of the blue gun.
The vector pattern produced by
a properly aligned AFPC system
is shown in Fig. 7B. (Some color

9

for the device. An alternative to

COIL
UNDER

TEST

TV receivers produce a normal vec-

tor pattern which is upside-down
compared to the one shown in Fig.

7B. For the correct pattern and
AFPC alignment procedures, always consult the service literature
for the receiver being serviced.)

I
SET TO
"H IN fl VECTOR"

.

AFPC alignment procedures usually involve adjustment of the
3.58 -MHz oscillator and burst

transformer to produce a pattern

GI BLUE

r

which 1) is relatively symmetrical,

COLOR -BA
GENERATOR
I

2) is stationary (does not rotate),
and 3) is positioned so that the

B

LO CAP PROS

third (red) "pedal" is at the 12

ANTENNA
TERMINALS

COLOR TV RECEIVER

o'clock position on the screen when

GI RED

the TINT control is centered, and
can be rotated at least one pedal

A
RED BAR

position either side of this position
by the TINT control.
Special markings which identify
the normal pattern positions of the

VECTOR

Nr

burst (0 degrees) and the pedals
corresponding to the red and green

C

\ad

Fig.

B

8-Test

setup

for

phase are printed on the screen
and

patterns

pro-

duced by ringing tests of coils, transformers
Fig. 7-Test setup for and vector pattern pro-

duced

by AFPC alignment of

ceiver

with

a

color

the vectorscope function

WO -33B. A) Test

re-

TV
of

the

setup. B) Vector pattern.

or TV yokes with the WO -33B. A) Test setup.

B) Normal damped train of ringing pulses. C)
Damped train of ringing pulses produced by
winding with shorted turns.

graticule of the WO -33B.
THE RINGING FUNCTION

A special pulse for performing
in- and out -of -circuit ringing tests

SPECIFICATIONS
RCA WO -33B Oscilloscope
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Vertical Amplifier:
Wide Band Positions (1.5v to 150v Range): 3 Hz to 5 MHz,
Usable to 10 MHz

I dB.

High Gain Positions (.05v to iv Range): 20 Hz to 150 KHz, -3 dB
Horizontal Amplifier: 10 Hz to 200 KHz,
DEFLECTION SENSITIVITY

Vertical Amplifier:
Direct Probe
Lo:Cap Probe.

Horizontal Amplifier:

-

3 dB

Wide -Band

High -Gain

Positions

Position

0.3r p-p/In

10 my p-p/In
100 my co/In

3v p-p/In
2.00 p-p/In

RISE TIME

Vertical Amplifier (Wide Band Positions) 0.1 microsec.
INPUT RESISTANCE AND CAPACITANCE

Vertical Amplifier:
At r INPUT connector. 1 M ohm shunted by approx. 12 pf
With probe on "direct ' 1 M ohm shunted by 80 pf

With probe on "Lo -Car. 10 M ohm shunted by 13 pf
Horizontal Amplifier: 250 K ohms
Sync Input Terminal: 250 K ohms to 55 K ohms
SWEEP OSCILLATOR

Frequency Range: 15 Hz to 75 KHz
SYNC: Internal Pos. or Neg.. and External
MAXIMUM AC INPUT VOLTAGE 600y p -p (In presence of 400Y DC)
PHASE CONTROL RANGE 0 to 160 degrees
OTHER FUNCTIONS. I) Quicktracer Transistor Diode Test

2) Vectorscope Input
3) Ringing Test
105:130 VAC. 50:60 Hz
(With provisions for 240 VAC operation)
DIMENSIONS: 134: inches high a 61/2 inches wide it 10.4 inches long
POWER REQUIREMENTS

WEIGHT: 14 lbs.
PRICE

$229.00 (including low:cap, direct probe and Buicktracer probe)

OPTIONAL PROBES: WG.30213 Signal -Tracing Probe ($15.00)

of coils, transformers and TV deflection yokes is available from a
jack on the right side of the WO 33B, as shown in Fig. 8A. Ringing
tests of such components are particularly useful for detecting a relatively few shorted turns or a high resistance condition, both of which
effects are difficult to diagnose con-

clusively by simple voltage or resistance measurements.

Ringing tests are based on the
continued on page 48
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That's why
we put 'em through hell!
It's been "burned" with
65,000 olts for long stretches
of time. That's to destroy par-

electrode leakage, cathode acti-

vation and stabilization, con-

ticles cf foreign matter that can
shorten tube life and even

vergence, and emission and gas
ratio. The screen has been tested to higher -than -OEM stand-

damage a set's chassis.

ards.

It's

been

elec:rostatically

to demagnetize and
remove loose particles inside

charged

the tube before they make
This is a Channel Master color
Opti-Vue Plus.

trouble. That's a process hardly
anyone else even knows about.

It's been baked for 21/2 hours
at precision -controlled temper.
atures up to 420°C in -an oven
almost as long as a football
field. That's to drive out all the
harmful gasses and assure the
best possible vacuum.

We even took the tube
on a 65 mile ride over bumpy
roads --and then tested t again
--before shipping it to you.

It's not easy to become an
It's been examined, monitored, and tested over 20 times 'or
characteristics like color purity
high vc Itage stability, inter -

Opti-Vue Plus. That's why,
when a tube makes the grade,
we can guarantee it for the life
of the set you're putting it into.

Channel Master

OPTI-VUE PLUS
LIFETIME PROTECTION*
* 3 Year Warranty P us Guaranteed Discount for Life of Set
for more details circle 105 or Reader Service Card
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)FtRROw
AUTOMATIC

STAPLE GUNS
CUT WIRE & CABLE
INSTALLATION COSTS
.

.

without cutting into insulation!

.

SAFE!
proper

Grooved Guide positions wire for
envelopment!

staple

Driving

Grooved

Blade stops staple at right depth of penetration
to prevent cutting into wire or cable insulation!

No. T-18-Fits wires up to
3/16" in diameter.
BELL,
TELEPHONE,
THERMOSTAT,
INTERCOM,
BURGLAR
ALARM

and other low
voltage wiring.

/staples

Uses T-18

with 3/16" round crown
in 3/8" leg length only.

No. T-25-Fits wires up to
1/4" in diameter.
Same basic construction
and fastens same

/

wires as No. T -18 -

TECHNICAL
LITERATURE

laboratory, and fabrication facilities.

Semiconductors
The 1974-75 edition of the Maintenance, Repair, and Operations catalog
is now available. The 16 -page catalog
lists replacement components for industrial electronics equipment, including germanium, silicon and selenium
rectifiers, zener diodes, bridges, SCR's,
protective devices and semiconductor
fuses, switches and relays. Charts give
complete specifications including volt-

Tool Catalog
A 112 -page tool catalog describing
over 2,500 individual items is now of-

GTE Sylvania, Antenna

Capabilities, Box

205, Mountain View, CA 94042.

age range, current rating, case style,
and price information. Semiconductor
Division, International Rectifier Corp., 233

fered. Tools for Electronic Assembly

and Precision Mechanics is a handbook of particular interest to electronic technicians, engineers, and instrument mechanics working on fine assemblies. A tool section features Jensen kits for field engineers, service engineers, assembly technicians, students
and kit builders. Jensen Tools and Alloys,
4117 North 44th Street, Phoenix, AZ.
85018.

Kansas Street, El Segundo, CA 90245.
Broad -band Antennas
A 70 -page brochure

describing

broad -band antennas and various antenna designs is now available. The
publication contains specificaticns and
performance characteristics for more
than 100 horn, spiral, log periodic,
omni-directional, and rotating direction -finding antennas. It also covers
antenna pedestals and controls; cus-

tom and system design capabilities;
scale model measurements, and test,

Alarm Equipment
A 96 -page alarm equipment catalog, No. A-75, describes over 450 intrusion and fire alarm products. The
alarm equipment offered ranges from
relatively simple kits with instructions
to the latest ultrasonic, radar and infrared intrusion detectors. The applications, principle of operation and
specifications of products are described. Mountain West Alarm Supply Co.,
4215 North 16th Street, Phoenix, Ariz.

85016. II

Also used for
RADIANT
HEAT WIRE

"MEW

MJ-195
WeriSfik
MASTER TEST RIG

Uses T-25 staples

with 1/4" round crown in 9/32",
3/8", 7/16" and 9/16" leg lengths.,''
T-18 and T-25 staples also available in Monel and
with beige, brown and ivory finish at extra cost.

No. T-75-Fits wires and cables
up to 1/2" in diameter.

N---......,..).

,

FOR TUBE AND SOLID STATE SERVICING

RADIANT HEAT
CABLE,
OF CABLE,

...

1..t"

Pt

J.,

N' WIRE CONDUIT
1OPPEC

R TUBING

or any non-metallic
sheathed cable.
Also used as

DRIVE RINGS
in stringing wires.
4

Uses T-75 staples with 1/2"

flat crown in 9/16", 5/8" and
7/8" leg lengths.

J

Arrow Automatic Staple Guns save 70% in time
and effort on every type of wire or cable fastening job. Arrow staples are specially designed with
divergent -pointed legs for easier driving and

$149.95

rosin -coated for greater holding power! All -steel
construction and high -carbon hardened steel

working parts are your assurance of maximum
long -life service and trouble -free performance.
Ask your Electrical Supply Dealer

or write for further details.
Saddle Brook. New Jersey 07663

......,....

"Pioneers and Pacesetters

For Almost A Half Century"
-

for more details circle 101 on Reader Service Card
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less 19" pic.ture tube

30 KV CAPACITY
METAL CABINET
SPEAKER BUILT IN

ele

atk

HIGH VOLTAGE METER
STATIC CONVERGENCE
FRONT PANEL CONNECTIONS

2245 Pitktn Ave Brooklyn.N.Y.11207

FREE' Adaptor QuIck Reterecce Chart
. . .

for more details circle 131 on Reader Service Card

NEW PRODUCTS
Descriptions and specifications of the products included in this department are provided by the manufacturers. For additional information, circle the corresponding numbers on the Reader Service Card in
this issue.

15 minutes of constant tip temperature, more than sufficient for normal
in -home soldering jobs. After its own
charger has been plugged overnight into an ordinary outlet, it's ready for use
again. The battery unit has an average

life of 500 chargings, and the more
frequently it's used, the greater the between -charges operating time.

FM DEVIATION METER

700

PHONE PLUG ADAPTERS

Covers the
512 MHz band
Radio Specialty Mfg. Co. introduces an
FM Deviation Meter that gives a visual and "in -use" measure of deviation
even under actual talk conditions covering the 512 MHz band. Designated
as the Model 1163-63-1, the instrument provides the 145-175 MHz and
25-55 MHz VHF, in addition to the
453-513 MHz band. The unit provides

in

702

Simplify phone
plug interconnections

Three phone plug adapters have
been added to the line of test adapters
offered by ITT Pomona Electronics. The
adapters are designed to provide interconnections with equipment fitted with
standard two -conductor phone plugs,
BNC receptacles or plugs and standard
3/4 -inch -spaced double banana plugs.
The Model 4043 (phone plug jack to
BNC plug) provides connection to
equipment or cable assemblies fitted
with either phone plugs or BNC receptacles. The Model 4026 (phone plug
jack to BNC receptacle) provides connection to equipment or cable assemblies fitted with phone plugs or BNC
plugs. The Model 4044 (phone plug
jack to standard double banana plug)
with single piece molded construction,
provides connection to equipment or
continued on next page

The
Complete
Line

FWVCCI

MAW

EaU/PMENT

Get all ycur MATV-CATV needs
from one reliable source.

Free layoJt service.
Send for our 120 page catalog
(No. 20-5541. It's FREE when requested
on your company letterhead.

THE FINNEY COMPANY
34 W. Irterstate St., Dept. ETD -11-74
Bedford, Ohio 44146
The Champion of all Independent
Electronic Service
... for more details circle 113 on Reader Service Card

a single instrument a specialized

oscilloscope linked with a broad -band
FM receiver, a calibrated discriminator and a crystal controlled calibration
marker.
CORDLESS SOLDERING IRON
A cordless unit providing
instant heat to 700 degrees F

701

A fully self-contained Weller soldering iron providing instant heat to 700 -

degrees F for intricate to heavy-duty
soldering with three interchangeable

We help him
make it
easier for you.
Your GE tube distributor is always there
when you need him. With a complete line of
GE entertainment receiving tubes. replacement semiconductors and ULTRACOLOR
or all -new Spect-a-Brite picture tubes.

Competitively priced. With fast delivery assured by his balanced inventory and
the GE tube warehouse network. Along with

all the technical information, business and
technical aids ycu-II ever need. You can depend on him anc GE tube products.
Tube Products Department.
General Electric Company.
Owensboro, Kentucky 42301

We're in

this business

together.
tips is announced by The Cooper Group.

The heat -resistant handle holds a niclad battery unit which provides about

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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NEW PRODUCTS

...

continued from preceding page

cable assemblies fitted with phone

plugs and standard double banana

International
C
SERVICEMASTER

jacks or binding posts. Two conductor

Model 500K
12 -piece

desoldering kit
$21.55 NET

Soldering kits Desoldering kits
Soldering-Desoldering kits
Everything needed to solder or desolder,
or both. Featuring new Endeco soldering

and desoldering irons with safety light
. the irons professionals really appreciate. Tips, stand, desoldering head and
.

The
Money

Making
line with
over 2000
types.

C

The most complete range of
domestic and
foreign consumer and industrial
receiving tubes
in the world.
Classic and
antique, too.
Complete range
of replacement
Semiconductors.

Discounted to
give you higher

phone plug jacks on all three adapters
accept standard 1/4 -inch diameter by
1 -3/16 -inch long phone plugs. Standard 3/4 -inch-spaced double banana

(Model 4044) features cross
holes in the body for side stack -up
plug

connections.

UHF/VHF/ FM ANTENNA

A new Permacolor UHF/VHF/FM
outdoor antenna, specifically engi-

neered for deep -fringe areas,

is anRCA Parts and Accessories Di-

vision. The Model 4BG48 antenna has

riveted connections of flexible alumi-

num between the elements anc feed
lines. A bow tie and corner reflector
provide reception from UHF stations.
Other features include special polypropylene insulators, break -off elements
for FM broadcast reception control,
and V-shaped mast clamps. It is pre -

New York 11746
.

.

.

5127 EAST 65TH ST.
INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA 46220
PHONE 317'251-1231

enter

Ise

corporation
... for more details circle 112 on Reader Service Card

a
PRICE
26
year

FREEZE

In spite of rising production costs, labor,
materials, freight, etc. Electronic Chemical still maintains the same high quality
and low price as in our very first year.
Volume Control and Contact Restorer
For special attention to volume controls, push button
assemblies, band switches,
relays and other electrical
contacts.
o

For Color and B/W
Tuner Tonic
Cleans and lubricates

tuners (incl. wafer
type) -- economical,
a little does a lot.

ou',

.

VOLUME
CONTROL

CONTACT
RESTORER

morossostl

No -Noise products
guaranteed non-flammable, no carbon tet,

non-toxic -safe for
plastics.

' Super Spray Beth
Dissolve and flush away
Ngitugrease, dirt, oil and oxidation. Used for magnetic heads, computers, SUPER
relays and switches, Tel
& Tel equipment, switch- SPRAY
boards and switching
tE3 AT H,

devices, record changers,

place. This all -channel antenna includes eight reception control elements
and 48 perma-tuned circuits, each active

on one or more of the TV fre-

timers, automotive and
aircraft equipment, printed circuit boards.

Often imitated
but never duplicated

---Other "No -Noise" Products:
quency bands. It measures 198 inches
4 roe
.Ec44Super LUbe Frigld Air
Tape-Reco Head Cleaner *14.464,
in length and 108 inches wide, with a
turning radius of 114 inches for rota- [ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL CORP.
R13 Commumpaw Avenue Jersey City. N. J 07304
tion. The UHF corner reflector mea-

for more details circle 119 on Reader Service Card
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/IP
eoaecor

Tor'

your local distributor call
(516) 293-1500
Or write,

Melville,

To locate your nearest distributor
call toll -tree 800-645-9200

Tune:

depend on.
For the name of

105 Maxess Road

in a metal box with hasp. $21.55 to $39.65.

assembled and packaged so that all
elements unfold easily and lock into

profit margins
Quality your
customers can

International
Components
Corporation

cleaning tool included, as required, all

703

Designed for
deep -fringe areas

nounced by

.
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T&T
VALUE SALE

r

RAY., I.C.C., RCA. SYL.. EL-MENCO
FAMOUS MAKE, NEW JOBBER -BOXED TUBES

85' Off LIST
10 for $5.55
10 for $4.57
10 for $5.78

3016
3CB6
5BC3

H 120T8 Standard
Boxed 10 for $6.08
Li 25806 10 for $6.00

10 for $5.62
3525
Famous Make New Jobber Boxed Tubes
100 for $59.00
6GH8 Special:

FAMOUS MAKE NEW JOBBER -BOXED TUBES
80% OFF LIST

183

U 1V2
2AV2
3A3
3A T2

3G1(5
LJ 3HA5

C) 6HA5

5 for $4.30
5 for $4.20
5 for $5.30
5 for $4.50
5 for $4.20
5 for $8.35
5 for $4.40
5 for $4.85
5 for $4.20
5 for $6.05
5 for $4.20
5 for $4.40
5 for $4.30
5 for $4.25
5 for $4.05
5 for $3.35
5 for $5.95
5 for $3.55
5 for $3.40
5 for $4.35
5 for $4.70
5 for $3.85

Li 611J8

U 6HB7
Li 6HQ5
L 6HV5
11 6106
,H) 61E6
61S6

U 3HM5
H 4816
LJ 5GH8

6AX4
6AY3

H 61364
6CG3
6CG8

603
E 6006

6DW4
6EA8
6EH7

6EH8
6E.17

H 6F07
H 6G17

6GH8
6G17

6GM6

6GU7
I

5 for $4.45
5 for $2.70
5 for $3.55
5 for $4.55
5 for $4.40
5 for $4.35

6GY6

Li 6KA8
6KE8

6KM6
61(N6

11 6KT8
11 6K28

6186
8F07

H 6106

12AX7

H 12817

L 12GN7
L 171Z8
210'5
23Z9
Li 31106

33GY7
38HE7
38HK7

H 42KN6

L 5005

5 for $4.30
5 for $4.85
5 for $5.70
5 for $10.55
5 for $5.05
5 for $9.95
5 for $8.30
5 for $5.00
5 for $5.50
5 for $6.85
5 for $10.05
5 for $8.85
5 for $6.10
5 for $4.60
5 for $9.60
5 for $9.95
5 for $3.35
5 for $3.15
5 for $4.05
5 for $6.25
5 for $4.05
5 for $5.65
5 for $5.35
5 for $9.05
5 for $7.20
5 for $8.20
5 for $8.05
5 for $8.15
5 for $3.40

sures 38 inches by 23 inches. It is constructed with a double boom for
strength, and is coated with a blue and
gold plastic finish for weather protection. Price is $99.95.
HOME ANTENNA/CABLE
TV SWITCH

704

Allows choice of cable system TV
or reception from a home antenna

ACA has added two new electronic
devices to their line of antenna products. The Cable Master is an easily installed switching device that mounts
on the back of the TV set so that the

FREE SET OF CAR SPEAKERS WITH
EVERY 100 TUBE ORDER

TRANSISTORS XACT. REPLACEMENT (BOXED)

80% off LIST
SK3042 5 for $6.20
SK3054 5 for $4.50
SK3021 5 for $3.15
j SK3114 5 for $2.40

SK3004 5 for $1.90

H SK3018 5 for $2.25

SK3024 5 for $3.15

H SK3025 5 for $4.50

j SK3124 5 for $2.10

sK3132 5 for $2.60
J ECG155 5 for $4.90
SK3040 5 for $3.75
11 Matching Pair PNP NPN (3052)
4 pairs for $7.80
2N4077 and 2N4078
ANTENNAS SUPPLIES

20 far ;15.00
..... $1.95
2 Set 72 ohm coupler
2.95
..
4 Set 72 ohm coupler
2 for $2.00
72.300 ohm UHF VHF Splitter
2
for
$1.50
300 ohm UHF VHF Splitter
72-300 ohm Matching Transformer 5 for $5.00
10 for $10.00
300 ohm 4 set Coupler C014
Piggy Back Antenna

H

JFD BC2 set Coupler
59U Coax F Connectors

$1.50
100 for $10.00

SPECIAL

ILI Mag. Color Chassis incl. tuner,
flyback, power transformer, tubes,
engineering models. As is.

$39.95

AUDIO

60 Min. Cassette Tapes Irish .. 6 for $2.00
3 for $2.50
84 Min. 8 Track Irish
N44. N75..N72
Equiv. Shure:
N91

Equiv. Pickering V15
Carded Sapphire Needles:
Asst., G.E., Tetrad, Varco,
Panasonic,

W Fly
lap B
Tuner inc. 6G57, 6HA5
Combo Tuners inc. tubes
Y105

Y94

Y109 w/o/b/c

Adm. col. Yoke

Sil. col. Yoke

ohm antenna input device lists for
$14.50.

SOLDERING IRON
Double -insulated to
meet safety standards

A new heater and handle with two conductor cord set and safety plug are
double -insulated to meet the latest

safety standards. Four stainless steel
heaters and three heat ranges provide

12 for $3.95

flexibility. The handle is molded of durable plastic with finger -ease cool grip

$3.95
$1.95
$1.95
$4.95
$7.95

3 for $10.00
3 for $10.00
3 for $10.00

GENERAL

3 for $11.00
1. 25" 21" Color Boosters
100 for $11.00
2.5 Amp 1000 PIV 18170
20 for $3.50
100 for $40.00
6500 PIV ITT Focus Rect.

311 19
3111

E

E

10 for $5.00

3 for $12.00
Zen. voltage Triplers 212.136
3.58 crystal Osc. 50 for $25.00 4 for $3.00
Minimum Orders $35-F.O.B. Brooklyn
Catalogs $1 -Refundable upon your order

T & T SALES CO.
4802 AVENUE K
BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11234
Phone: (212) 241-5940
... for more details circle 136 on Reader Service Card

professional
ladder!

705

ea. $2.95
ea. $2.95

EISR,

Mag.
YOKES TUNERS FLYS
Color Fly

The
key component
in this job
is the

consumer can choose between watching programs from the cable system or
from his own antenna. The Model CM
10 300 -ohm antenna input device lists
for $13.95 and the Model CM 50 75 -

for comfort. The No. 555 Double Insulated Two -Wire Handle by UNGAR,
Division of Eldon Industries, Inc., accepts

thread -in No. 300 series heaters for
different heat range requirements. Use
any UNGAR Standard Line 1/4 -inch

As a professional, your ladder gets
rough and frequent use, so you need a
product you can use confidently and
comfortably. For your own safety,
demand a professional ladder, with the
ANSI Type I Heavy Duty rating: able to
support your weight. plus 50 lbs. of
tools and parts. Get it from your
electronic parts distributor, who stocks
Perma Power aluminum ladders, best
for durability, strength, and safety.
Knowing the needs of electronic
professionals, we've made this high
quality professional ladder with the
ruggedness and stability you require,
yet light enough for one man handling.
A Perma Power ladder costs only a
little more than the ladder you buy
at the hardware store and replace
every -:WO or three years: but you'll
proba'oly never have to replace the
Perma Power ladder. In fact, we
unconditionally guarantee it for 12
full years!
Perms Power straight and extension
ladders start from $47.95 net. Ask your
distributor, or write to Perma Power
for free literature.

PErma POWEr

thread -on tips or with Adapter No.
100 for all 1/2 -inch tiplets and nibs.
Adapter No. 101 can be used for all
3/16 -inch thread -in tips.

Chamnetism ManAPArlocny C
Perme Pnwer

.

',OH,
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wow and flutter is 0.3 percent. The

DEALER SHOWCASE
DELUXE DIGITAL COLOR
CONVERGENCE GENERATOR
NOW AT A PRICE EVERYONE
CAN AFFORD
ROCK SOLID PATTERNS

ALL IC COUNTDOWN CIRCUITS
QUARTZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
2 FULL YEARS' WARRANTY

Descriptions and specifications of the products included in this department are provided by the manufacturers. For additional information, circle the cor-

QUADRAPHONIC AUDIO

responding numbers on the Reader Service Card in
this issue.

AUTO CASSETTE PLAYER

CONSOLE

706

Features an automatic
tape -tightener

GTE Sylvania Inc.

introduces its first

quadraphonic audio console, a 4 -chan-

Pioneer Electronics of America intro-

ray®

707

Features CD -4 circuitry and
discrete quad 8 -track tape player

nel system with CD -4 circuitry, for

duces the Model KP 345 Auto ReWink

unit measures 51/4 -inches wide by 2
inches high by 71/4 inches deep.

verse Cassette Stereo Player. The unit
features an automatic "Tape -Tight-

COLOR Of NE114'111

,.

ener," a mechanism which virtually
eliminates cassette player malfunction
caused by loose tape. The under -dash

MODEL

discrete recordings, and a built-in discrete -quad 8 -track tape player. In addition to the CD -4 four -channel disc
demodulator, and the discrete 8 -track
tape player, the quad console, Model
QCT4648A, features a solid-state
chassis. It provides 15 -watts continu-

$7995

SG -200

reg. $99.95

10 Patterns: Full & Gated Rainbow, 4
Crosshatch, 4 Dot,Die,Casted 1/4" Aluminum Case.

ous (RMS) power per channel from
unit is compact enough to be installed

in a glove compartment. It has vol-

NCITAL CONVEAGENr,
Of f

qENFRATOR

ume, balance and tone controls; man Lai direction change; automatic re-

verse; IC's for audio; and a chrome
finish. RMS power is 7.6 watts; frequency response is 40 to 10,000 Hz;
MODEL

$5995

SG -150

reg. $74.95

The practical
cordless original

10 Patterns: B&W Bars, White Field, 4
Crosshatch, 4 Dot.

MODEL

When the Wahl Iso-Tip® Cordless Soldering Iron
was introduced, it became practical to eliminate
the cord from soldering.
Weighing only six ounces, compact and fast heating, the
Iso-Tip can make up to 125
electronic joints (or more) per charge.
Its recharging stand repowers its batteries
overnight. And its worklight lets you see what
you're soldering.
Accessories include carrier storage tube, auto charger,
and 4 replacement tips. For all the details, see your local
electronic component distributor.

SG -100
ONLY

$4795
reg. $59.95
2

Patterns: 20 x 16 Crosshatch, 320

Dots, weight only 17 oz.
SPECIAL PRICE LIMITED TIME ONLY

FULL 15 DAYS MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE

Still the greatest advance in soldering since electricity.

General $ Purpose Tip

r

ELENCO ELECTRONICS INC.

156

8744 W. North Ter., Niles, III. 60648
312-692-6974

070

MODEL SG.

Fine Tip

D My check or money order enclosed.
COD-Add $2.50 mailing L handling.

iMi000 187
Heavy Duty Tip

070

Protective' Carrier/Storage Tube

WAHL

ADDRESS

CLIPPER CORPORATION
STATE

2IP

Department 4 2902 Locust Street
Sterling, Illinois 61081 815625-6525

Amivaiwki
Auto Charger Plug Assembly
(lighter)
(For use only on irons coded D72 and up)

DISTRIBUTORS' INQUIRIES INVITED
.
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Tuner Extension Tip

NAME

CITY

40 Hz to 20 KHz at less than one percent total harmonic distortion, all four
channels driven. The system has a fullsize BSR 510 automatic turntable and
a Pickering UV -15/2000Q discrete 4 channel magnetic cartridge. The sealed
air suspension speaker system in the

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, NOVEMBER 1974

.

.
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main unit has two 10 -inch bass woofers, two 3 -inch mid -range speakers
and two 21/2 -inch tweeters. Each of

the two rear channel speakers has a
10 -inch bass woofer, a 3 -inch midrange speaker and a 21/2 -inch tweeter.
Price is $1,095.

STICKS TO OIL, SILICONE, GREASE.

AUTO ALARM

Dust sticks to every protective lubricant used in every
tuner cleaner/lubricant on the marker today - including
our BLUE STUFF, KLEEN-IT and COLOR RID OX.

708

We thought it would be a real help if we
could make one that refused to collect

Employs a
current sensor

This solid-state Auto Alarm offered
by Detection Systems employs a current
sensor to protect a car. The compact
control unit measures 31/4 by 21/4 by
11/s inches and will mount in your
glove compartment without drilling

dust. *

00

-U_FL

11111.

IS WHAT YOU NEED LESS OF
Up until now, either you had to be super careful where
you sprayed the tuner cleaner/lubri:ant you used or it
went all over everything and soon collected dust and
contamination. If you wanted to do the best job - you

pulled the tuner, - so you could keep the lubricant
away from sensitive areas.
We thought it would be a help to design a
tuner cleaner/lubricant just for house calls,
one that would make your tuner cleaning

on house calls easier, safer ano more

holes. Installation is completed in minutes because no complicated wiring is
required. Adjustable entrance delay al-

thorough, one where you wouldn't have to

pull the tuner to do the best job.

lows the owner time to enter the vehicle and disarm the system. If anyone
opens the car door, hood or truck, the
car horn blasts for two minutes, turns
off, then automatically resets. Price is

We've
Done Both

$11.95.

And It's
Called

MULTI -BAND PORTABLE RADIO
Listen to police, fire
709
and other emergency transmissions

introduces the Model 3092
Multi -Band Portable Radio with FM/
AM and Public Service Bands one and
Magnavox

two. These include ambulance, taxi
and a special government weather
broadcast located at 162.40 or 162.55

Test it yourself, take your
present tuner cleaner/lub-

ricant, spray a spot on a
smooth surface next to a
spot of TUNER CARE, let
them both dry and sprinkle

cigarette ashes over both
spots. Then wipe gently. The

ashes will stick to your
prase -it tuner cleaner/lubricant and won't stick to the
TUNER CARE.

AT YOUR
FAVORITE

DISTRIBUTORS

MHz. It also receives police, fire and
other emergency transmissions. The
unit includes fixed automatic frequency control, vernier tuning and automat-

ic volume control. Price is $54.95.

from

TECH

where we find solutions for your problems

SPRAY P. 0. Box 949 Amarillo, Texas 79109
... for more details circle 13; on Reader Service Card
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IEC-MULLARD

Test Instrument Report...
continued front page 40

c/o Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company, New
York, New York 10015; Stawis & Co., P.O. Box 1479,
Church Street Station, New York, New York 10008;
Joseph C. Sindelar, 794 Park Boulevard, Glen Ellyn,
Illinois 60137; Robert J. Sindelar, 1838 Somerset
Lane, Northbrook, Illinois 60062.
3. The known bondholders, mortgagees and other

security holders owning or holding

fact that, when a suitable pulse is

8

C

MINIMUM 10

POPULAR 6GH8

ORDER No. X1114
SEND CHECK WITH

ORDER - WE PAY
SHIPPING CHARGE

FREE BIG WHOLESALE CATALOG
with thousands of money -saving audio
and

electronic parts

and

accessories.

FREE
[-QUA

I

L I TONE INDUSTRIES, INC.
1 17 Columbus Avenue, Tuckahoe, N. V. 10707
Please send FREE Catalog to:

transformer or yoke, the combination of inductance and inter -turn
capacitance will cause the winding
to produce damped oscillations, or
ringing, such as those of a properly

68,442. Free distribution by mail carrier or other
media: 2,267. Total distribution 70,709.
(Signature) Richard Moeller
Treasurer

sultant train of pulses is a direct
indication of the condition of the
winding. If the winding has shorted

turns, the amplitude of the pulses
produced by ringing will be small
and the number of pulses will be
reduced, as shown in Fig. 8C.

IT'S NO PUZZLE
TO ORDER

OELRICH SERVICE FORMS
OELRICH PUBLICATIONS

4040 N NASHVILLE AVE
.

CONCLUSION

RCA's WO -33B is obviousiy a

State/Zip

... for more details circle 131 on Reader Service Card

CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60634
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FREE ALARM CATALOG

versatile test instrument, and should

Full line of professional burglar and
fire alarm systems and supplies 96

be a particularly useful and time-

pages. 450 items. Off the shelf delivery.

time to learn how to use it effectively. (The detailed and well -illustrated
operating manual furnished with the
WO -33B should make this relative-

ly easy.) And, at $229, the price is

right.

quantity prices.

irr

-

saw

mountain west alarm
4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 85016
... for more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card

FREE CATALOG
HARD -TO -FIND PRECISION TOOLS
Lists more than 2000 items-pliers,
tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems,
relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits
and cases. Also includes ten pages of
useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

TONI-POWER
RESTORES TUNERS!

s

FOR TV -RATIO & 2 WAY RADIO SERVICE LEGAL FORMS FOR CALIF. FLA.
UTAH NOW AT YOUR PARTS JOBBER OR WRITE FOR CATALOG A54

of any technician who takes the

Address

percent or

operating winding shown in Fig. 8B.
The amplitude and length of the re-

saving addition to the service bench

Name

City

applied across the winding of a coil,

1

more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other
securities are: None.
4. The average number of copies of each issue
of this publication sold or distributed, through
the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during
the 12 months preceding the date shown above was

STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF OCTOBER 23,

1962 (39 U.S. Code, 4369) SHOWING THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION OF ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER published monthly by

A
. . .

TOOLS

4117 N. 441h Street, Phoen, Ar.

850111
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Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 757 Third Avenue,
New York, New York 10017, for November 1974.
1. The names and addresses of the publisher,
editor and managing editor are: Publisher, Alfred
A. Menegus, 757 Third Avenue, New York, New
York

10017;

Editor,

J.

W.

Phip

,

1

East

First

Street, Duluth, Minnesota 55802;
anaging Editor,
Joseph Zauhar, 1 East First Stree., Duluth, Minnesota 55802.
2. The owner is: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.,
757 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10017.

Holders of One Per Cent (1.0%) or more of the
outstanding shares of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,

Inc., as of August 21, 1974; Cede & Co., Box 20,

Bowling Green Station, New York, New York; Comp-

troller of the State of N.Y. in Trust for the Common Retirement Fund, c/o Director of the Retirement Accounts, Governor Alfred E. Smith Building,
Albany, New York 12225; Cudd & Co., P.O. Box
1508, New York, New York; Katherine Brace Cummings, c/o Ernst, Cane, Berner & Gitlin, 5 West

Street, New York, New York 10036; C. A.
England & Co., P.O. Box 1368, Church Street Station, New York, New York 10008; Donald H. Harcourt, 2444 Brinkeroff Ave., Santa Ynez, California;
Ellen Knowles Harcourt, William I. Jovanovich &
Peter J. Ryan as Trustees u/t/a dated 5/23/66, 20
Exchange Place, New York, New York 10015; Ince
& Co., Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. of N.Y., P.O. Box
1479, New York, New York 10008; Walter J. Johnson, 19 Hewitt Avenue, Bronxville, New York 10708;
Thekla E. Johnson, 19 Hewitt Avenue, Bronxville,
New York 10708; William Jovanovich, P.O. Box 295,
Briarcliff Manor, New York 10510; Kane & Co.,
Chase Manhattan Bank,
Chase Manhattan Plaza,
New York, New York 10005; Lazard Freres & Co., 1
Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York 10020; Lynn
& Co., P.O. Box 2010, Church Street Station, New
York, New York 10008; O'Neil & Co., P.O. Box
11028, New York, New York 10049; Ronis & Co.,
Bankers Trust Co., P.O. Box 704, Church Street Station, New York, New York 10008; Saxon & Co.,
1632 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19103; Shaw & Co., P.O. Box 1426, Church Street
Station, New York, New York 10015; Sigler & Co.,
45th

1

CHEMTRONICS

INCORPORATED
1260 RALPH AVE BROOKLYN N Y 11236

Our business is improving yours.
.
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DISCOUNT
TEST
EQUIPMENT

SPECIALISTS

Leij HICKOK
SEIVCCD 1=1 E RCA

Leide-a
COMPLETE LINE OF ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

ICC/Mullard & Raytheon Tubes
Telematic Test Rigs

FREE
CATALOG
QUOTATIONS ON REQUEST

FORDHAM
Radio Supply Co., Inc.

558 Morris Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10451
Tel

12121 585 0330
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AGC CIRCUITS

..

The Wayne Model WT2A
continued from page 27

in one direction, and a
high resistance in the reverse direction. If we are
in doubt about the measurement, open one lead
of the diode and take another measurement or
substitute it with a known
good diode.
Another common problem is the

lack of the

AGC keying pulse, which
is obtained from the horizontal -output transformer.
The pulse is received from

a tap on the transformer,
or a separate AGC winding, if open, would only
affect the keyed AGC circuit. The resistance of this
winding can be measured
with an ohmmeter, for
continuity. An oscilloscope can be used to
check for the presence of
the horizontal keying pulse,

makes YOU money
Esaves much time

but should be used with a
low -capacitance probe. If
the probe is not em-

makes troubleshooting easier

ployed, the waveform at
the collector of the transistor will be altered and

A new concept in transistor testing
based on proven methods of circuit
analysis. A current limited AC voltage is applied to each semiconductor
junction under test. The resulting DC
voltage is monitored while the rectifying junction is passing normal
rated current. Abnormalities are
easily identified.

improper waveform
will be obtained.
an

The keying pulse cou-

Patent 3.779.713

pler capacitor from the
high -voltage

transformer

often breaks down under
the high pulse voltage. If
this capacitor shorts,

Indicates PNP or NPN
Measures relative gain
Test leads applied without prior basing knowledge
Locates base and collector during test
Indicates silicon or germanium
Indicates transistor non -linearity
In -circuit tests with shunt impedance

it

provides a DC path, other
than the AGC load resis-

tors for the collector of
the AGC keying transis-

down to THREE ohms

tor. This voltage will then

Performs all of above and more in less than

be fed directly into the

ten seconds

AGC voltage line and, de-

pending on the design of
the circuits, the TV will

FIVIE
ELECTRONICS

have excessive gain or lack

of gain, resulting in no
picture or sound.

5412 Nordling St. /Houston. Texas 77022

.
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WINEGARD AMPLIFIED
PRODUCTS PROVEN IN OVER
1,000,000 INSTALLATIONS.

0

4)

ekla
, nsranriwun%
i,

Q.
v

THE SUPER H GH STRENGTH RAPID
BONDING ALPHA CYANOACRYLATE ADHESIVE

CASE IN POINT:
WINEGARD
PREAMPLIFIERS.

lestant-Weld is z one -cc mponent adhesive ... an improved
transparent alpha cyanoac rylate made in the U.S.A. One Drop

(telsile strength Lp to 5.000 lbs/in') can take the place of
bolts, rivets, screws, clasps. etc. In addition to these four
standard formulas we wet mix special formulas specific to
your exact require rents.

TRY OUR
For quality and

dependability in antenna
preamplifiers, look to
Winegard. You know they're
good. Because our

preamplifiers deliver the best
reception and the best

reliability in the industry
today.

Winegard preamplifiers
come in 12 different broadband models and a complete
range of single channel
models. With Winegard
preamplifiers you get all
these features:

work with ail) Tv
antenna

75 or 300 ohm output
solid-state, printed
circuit cartridge

unique lightning

protection circuit
switch selectable
FM trap
pre -amp and downlead
connections 100%

protected from weather
and industrial deposits

power supply included
in all models

ENGINEERS
EVALUATION KIT
An assortment of all lour types (5 2 -gram dispensers)
An Extra Tube
f3r bonding virtually any conbination of materials!
FREE!
Seid check with order and well include an extra
tube (your choice) at no additional cost!
al Send complete literature
Kits at $7.95 postpaid
CI Ship
Ei Check is endued send extra tube, Type
Name
Company
Address

State

City

Zip

Terns-open account to rated firms.

Best TV products for Best TV reception

lV

11

ONEIDA ELECTRONIC MFG., INC.
P.O. BOX 678 NORTH COTTAGE SU:ZEE T

WINEGARD

MEADVILLE. PA. 16335

PHCNE 814/336.2125

iTELEVISION SYSTEMS

Winegard Company 3011. Kffkwood Street Burlington. Iowa 52601

.
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SERVICE INDEX
ADVERTISER'S INDEX

Let's

have it

Quiet!

101

102
103

104
105

124

LPS Research Labs

128

Mallory Distributor Products Co.
Mountain West Alarm Supply Co.
Oelrich Publications
..
Oneida Electronic Mfg., Inc.

129

PTS Electronics, Inc.

130

Perma-Power Company

131

Qualitone

109

113

114
115

116

117

LUBRI-CLEANER

CONTROLS,
ASSURES

POTS., RELAYS, 15'

LONG

NGHESTEFFICILt.

.,COOTHER ARC

F PERFORMANCE

118
119

120
121

122

Ot COLOR
AND BLACK AND
t.i.FLAMMAILLE,
NON-CONDUCTIVE,i IASI

126

%ALLY NON-TOXIC NON CORNOSITL

127

'A:17, LIST TO PI

"'ICI 01.

Nn METALS
REVS' AO

CAUTION

NET WT. 6 07

132

133
134

Let's cut out the noise from

135

radio. TV and instrument

136

tuners, switches. relays. poten-

137

tiometers, slides and other

controls. Quietrole electronic
cleaners and lubricants will

cut through all that grit and

crud to banish squeaks. rasps.

scratches and whines. Yet
they'll not harm plastics or

Book Club-Tab Books
34-37
Channel Master, Div. of Avnet, Inc
41

125

108

112

TV TUNERS, SWITCHES,

5

29

123

107

111

for

42

Chemtronics, Inc.
48
Chemtronics, Inc.
14
Delta-Benco-Cascade, Ltd
15
Eico Electronic Instruments Co.
50
Electronic Chemical Corp.
44
Elenco Electronics Inc.
46
Enterprise Development Corporation 44
Finney Company, The
43
Fluke Manufacturing, John (Demo)
33
Fluke Manufacturing, John (Info)
33
Fordham Radio Supply Co., Inc.
48
GC Electronics Company
9
General Electric Company
43
GTE Sylvania Consumer Renewal
11
GTE Sylvania Consumer Renewal
25
Heath Company, The
19
Hewlett Packard
6
International Components Corp.
44
International Rectifier Corp.
13
Jensen Tools & Alloys
48
Jerrold Electronics Corp.
Cover 3
Leader Instruments Corporation
1

106

110

It Ili I I
SPRAY -PACK

Arrow Fastener Co., Inc.
B & F Enterprises
B & K Division, Dynascan Corp.

138

.

142

143

Winegard Company

140
141

3

48
48
49

Cover 2
45

.

Industries, Inc.
Quietrole Company
Rohn Manufacturing
Simpson Electric Co.
Sprague Products Company
T & T Sales Company
Tech Spray
Telematic Div., UXL Corp.

Triplett Corporation
Tuner Service Corporation
Wahl Clipper Corporation
Wayne Electronics

139

33

48
50
8

10
12

45
47
42

Cover 4
7

46
49
49

metal. Non -inflammable, non-

corrosive. non-conductive.

with zero effects on capacity
and resistance. Quietrole-in
spray cans or in eye -dropper
bottles. A good way to build a
happier (and bigger) clientele.
Buy them from practically any

leading jobber or distributor

NEW PRODUCTS

703

Radio Specialty Co.
Cooper Group, The
ITT Pomona Electronics
RCA Parts and Accessories Division

44

704

ACA

45

705

Ungar, Division of Eldon Industries
Pioneer Electronics of America

45

GTE Sylvania Inc.
Detection Systems

46

708
709

Magnavox

47

700
701

702

706

Product of

QUIETROLE
COMPANY

707

43

43

43

46
47

TEST INSTRUMENT

346 Ways
To Save On

Instruments!
EICO's Test Instruments line
is the industry's most
comprehensive because each
instrument serves a specific
group of professional needs.
You name the requirementfrom a resistance box to a
VTVM, from a signal tracer to
a scope, from a tube tester to
a color TV generator, etc., you
can depend on EICO to give
you the best professional
value. Compare our latest
solid state instruments at your
local EICO Electronics
Distributor, he knows your
needs best-and serves your
requirements with the best
values!

"Build -it -Yourself" and save
up to 50% with our famous
electronic kits.
For latest EICO Catalog on Test
Instruments. Automotive and Hobby
Electronics, Eicocraft Project kits,
Burglar -Fire Alarm Systems and name
of nearest EICO Distributor, check reader

service card or send 50c for fast first
class mail service.
EICO-283 Malta Street,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

30 years of service to the Professional
Serviceman.

EICOL;

Spartanburg, South Carolina
900
.

.

.

RCA WO -33B Oscilloscope/Quicktracer 38
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ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER

1. Type of electronic business which you own or in which you are
employed

A) service business, no retailing

Reader
Preference
Survey

C) combination
of above

servicei retail

B) retail business, no servicing
D) distributor E) none

business

2. Which one of the following best describes the position presently
held by you

A) owner or partner who is also a technician B) owner or partner
who is not a technician C) technician employee D) service manager
3.

El none of above

Is your electronics servicing and/or retailing business or vocation
A) full time (principal source of income) B) part time (not principal source of income:

4.

If you circled (B) in questior 3, which one of the following best

describes your full-time occupation
A) electronics -related technical position B) non -technical position
in electronics industry C) !eacher of electronics -related course
D) student in electronics -related course E) none of above
5. Approximate annual gross income of the electronics servicing and/

or retailing business which you own or in which you are engaged

The purpose of this survey is to help us
determine the type of editorial material which
will best serve your needs and interests. Your
answers to the questions in this survey
will tell us what types of editorial you find
interesting, informative and of practica' value.
For your convenience, and to save you
postage and insure confidentiality, a tear -out,
pre -addressed, postage -paid answer card
is provided on page 53. Simple
instructions for completing the survey are given
next to the answer card.

Individual responses to this survey will be
strictly confidential and will be reviewed only
by the staff of ET/ D. Individual responses
will not be made available to anyone
outside of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
Publications, the publishers of ET/D. Your
assistance in helping us serve you
better is appreciated.

C)
B) $25,000 but less than $50,000
A) less than $25,000
$50,000 but less than $130,000 D) $100,000 or more E) not
in electronic servicing and7 or retailing business

6. Numbar of technicians employed by your business or your place
of employment
A) none B) 1-2

C) 3-5

D) 6.9

on the answer card.
PRESENT

MORE

NO INTEREST
OR NEED

COVERAGE

COVERAGE

ADEQUATE

DESIRED

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

7. TV circuit theory
8. TV troubleshooting procecures
9. Test instrument operation and
applications
10. Aucio circuit theory and
troubleshooting
11. Tape player/recorder theory
and troubleshooting
12. Communications equipment theory
and troubleshooting
13. Artenna systems theory and
installation techniques
14. Electronic security systems
theory and installation techniques
15. Medical electronics theory
and troubleshooting
16. Industrial control electronics
theory and troubleshooting
17. Basic theory of solid-state
devices

J. W. Phipps, Editor

E) 10 or more

Indicate the amount of coverage in ET/D you prefer for each of the
items listed in 7-32. Circle eitier A, B or C opposite the item number

18. Record changer servicing
19. Auto radio troubleshooting
20. Business management techniques
21. Service shop operating techniques
and procedures

A

B

C

22. Manufacturers service tips
23. News of the industry
24. Association naws
25 New product information
26. Merchandising and sales

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

techniques
27. TEKFAX schematics

A

B

C

A

B

C

28. DEALER SHOWCASE
29. TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

A

B

C

A

B

C

30. Appliance servicing
31. Articles about other
service shops

A

B

C

continued on next page
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32. Articles about other
electronic retail dealers
A
33. Indicate the frequency with which you use ET/D TEKFAX schematics
A) Regularly

B) Occasionally

C) Seldom

UP TO
NONE

diagrams
A) TEKFAX schematics in ET/D

B) Those obtained from product
manufacturers via service data subscriptions
C) Photofacts
D)
Do not use schematic diagrams E) Source other than above
*Items 35-62 are types of test instruments. If you now own or use one
of the types listed, circle the letter A opposite the corresponding item
number on the answer card. If you plan to buy a type or plan to replace
the one you have now, circle the letter B. (You can circle both letters
A and B if you now own or use a type and plan to buy another or replace the one you now own.) Circle the letter C if you presently have
no need for that type.
NOW OWN PLAN TO BUY
OR USE

retail sales of the following electronic products

D) Never

34. Which one of the following is your principal source of schematic

TYPE

income your business or the business in which you work receives from

OR REPLACE

HAVE NO
NEED FOR

players

51% TO
75%

OVER

75%

D

E

D

E

A

82. Communications equipment
(including CB)
83. Home and/or commercial
electronic security
systems

A

A

84. Home appliances

A

85. Approximate percentage of total annual gross income your business or the business in which you are employed receives from
sales of replacement parts

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A) None

A

B

C

E) Over 75%

A

B

C

40. Transistor Beta/Leakage Tester
41. Transistor Curve Tracer
42. Tube Tester
43. CRT Tester/Rejuvenator

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

44. Recurrent -Sweep Scope
A
45. Triggered, Single -Trace Scope
A
46. Triggered, Dual -Trace Scope
A
47. Vectorscope
A
48. TV/FM Sweep Alignment Generator A

B

C

B

C

49. Stereo Generator
50. Audio Signal Generator
51. Function Generator
52. RF Signal Generator (non -swept)
53. Field -Strength Meter
54. Frequency Meter
55. Wattmeter
56. Grid -Dip Meter
57. DC Power Supply
58. Audio Distortion Analyzer
59. Spectrum Analyzer
60. TV Analyst
61. TV Tuner Substituter
62. Color TV CRT Test Jig

A

IK Up to 20%

C) 21% to 50%

D) 51% to 75%

86. Approximate percentage of total annual gross income your business or the business in which you are employed receives from
warranty servicing of electronic products

B)
A) None
E) Over 75%

Up to 20%

C) 21% to 50%

D) 51% to 75%

87. How many service and/or delivery vehicles are owned or leased
by you or the business for which you work
A) None

C) 3-4

E) 7 or more

D) 5.6

B

C

B

C

B

C

B

C

comparable tube -type products

A

B

C

A

B

C

A) Most are easier to service than comparable tube -type products
B) Most are more difficult to service than comparable tube -type

A

B

C

products

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

employed

A

B

C

A) Increased income by 10% or more

A

B

C

10% or

A

B

C

A

B

C

B)

1-2

88. Which one of the following best describes your general opinion
of the degree of difficulty of servicing all -solid-state products vs

C) No significant difference between two
D) Do no servicing, so question not applicable
89. Which one of the following best describes the

impact which
modular construction of eleCtronic products has had during the
past year on the income of your shop or the one in which you are

63. What is your general opinion of digital -readout test instruments
A)
think they are worth the extra cost and now own or plan to
I

buy them
I

21% TO
50%

77. TV (B -W & Color)
A
78. Home rad;o & audio
A
79. Home antennas and/or
antenna systems
A
80. Commercial audio systems A
81. Auto radio and/or tape

35. Conventional VOM
36. FET or Solid -State VOM
37. Digital -Readout VOM
38. VTVM
39. Color -Bar Generator

B)

20%

do not think they are worth the extra cost and do not plan

to buy them
C)
have not yet formed an opinion about them but might purchase
I

some

D) Would like to have some but feel cannot afford the extra cost
E) No need for test instruments
Items 64-76 are types of electronic products. Indicate the approximate
percentage of total annual gross income your shop or the one in which
you work receives from the servicing and/or installation of each.
I

B) Decreased income by
but anticipate
that it will decrease income within next two years D) No significant impact as yet and do not anticipate that it will decrease
income within next two years E) Do no servicing, so question
not applicable
more

C) No significant

impact as yet

90. Which one of the following most accurately describes how you or
the shop in which you are employed handles modules for TV
A) Carry relatively complete inventory for most major brands,
seldom repair defective modules
B) Carry relatively complete inventory for most major
usually repair defective modules

brands,

C) Carry relatively complete inventory for only 1-3 major brands,
order others as needed and/or repair defective module if replacement not on hand
D) Inventory no modules, order as needed or else repair defective
modules

UP TO
NONE

20%

21% TO
50%

51% TO
75%

OVER

75%

El Do no TV servicing, so question not applicable

91. Volume of receiving tubes sold by you or your business during

64. Color TV

A

B

past year compared to that of five years ago

65. B -W TV

A

B

A) Increased by 10% or more

66. Home audio
67. Home radio
68. Auto radio and/or
tape players
69. Home antennas

A

B

A

B

D

E

(including MATV)
A
70. Citizens Band Radio
A
71. Communications equipment
other than Citizens Band A
72. Commercial sound systems A
73. Industrial Electronic
control equipment
A

B

C

D

E

B

C

D

E

B

C

D

E

B

C

D

E

B

C

D

E

74. Medical electronics

B

C

D

E

75. Home or commercial
security systems
A
B
C
D
E
B
A
C
D
E
76. Appliances
(Items 77-84) Indicate the approximate percentage of total annual gross

52

B) Decreased by 10% or more
not know D Do not sell

D) Do

92. Which one of the following was the principal method by which you
received formal electronic training. (If you are not an electronic
technician, circle the letter E on the answer card.)

A

A

C) Remained about the same
receiving tubes

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, NOVEMBER 1974

A) Civilian resident course B) Civilian correspondence course
C) Military school D) Other than above E) Not an electronic
technician
93. Which one of the following types of electronic courses, if any,
are you presently most interested in
A) Resident electronic course (basic) B) Resident electronic
C) Correspondence electronic
course (advanced or refresher)
course (basic) D) Correspondence electronic course (advanced or
refresher E) None of above

*94. To which of the following magazines do you presently subscribe
A) Electronic Technician/Dealer B) Radio Electronics
tronic Servicing D) Mart E) Merchandising Weekly

C) Elec-

ET/D Reader
Survey Answer
Card
NAME

STREET ADDRESS
CITY

ZIP

STATE

Instructions
for Completing
the ET/D
Reader

Preference
Survey

B

C

D

E

48.

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

E

49.

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

E

50.

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

E

51.

A

B

C

D

E

5.A

B

C

D

E

52.

A

B

C

D

E

B

C

D

E

53.

A

B

C

D

E

B

C

D

E

54.

A

B

C

D

E

B

C

D

E

55.

A

B

C

D

E

1.

A

2.

3.
4.

6.

A

7.

A

8.A

E

9.

A

B

C

D

E

56.

A

B

C

D

E

10.

A

B

C

D

E

57.

A

B

C

D

E

B

C

D

E

11.

A

B

C

D

E

58.

A

12.

A

B

C

D

E

59.

A

B

C

D

E

13.

A

B

C

D

E

60.

A

B

C

D

E

14.

A

B

C

D

E

61.

A

B

C

D

E

15.

A

B

C

D

E

62.

A

B

C

D

E

D

E

63.

A

B

C

D

E
E

16.

A

B

C

17.

A

B

C

D

E

64.

A

B

C

D

18.

A

B

C

D

E

65.

A

B

C

D

E

19.

A

B

C

D

E

66.

A

B

C

D

E

20.

C

D

E

BM
BM

A

B

67.

A

B

C

D

E

21.A

B

C

D

E

68.

A

B

C

D

E

22.

A

B

C

D

E

69.

A

B

C

D

E

23.

A

70.

A

B

C

D

E

24.

A

25.

A

26.

A

27.

A

28.

A

29.

A

30.

A

B

C

D

each

31.

A

B

C

question by circling the corresponding

32.

A

B

C

letter opposite the numerical designation

33.

A

for that question or item.
NOTE: Although most questions require
one answer, some provide opti3ns for

34.

A

BC

35.

A

B

36

A

B

37

A

38.

A

39.

A

40.

A

41.

A

4) After you have answered all questions,

42.

A

the mail -no

43.

A

44.

A

45.

A

45.
47.

1) Tear out the pre -addressed, pcstage-

paid answer card and fill in the name
and address portion.

2) Before answering a question, read all
of the possible answers.

3) Indicate

your

response(s)

tc

two answers. Those that do are irdicated
by an asterisk.

drop the answer card

in

postage is required.
Thank you for taking the time to help us
serve you better.

B

C

D

E

71.

A

B

C

D

E

B

C

D

E

72.

A

B

C

D

E

B

C

D

E

73.

A

B

C

D

E

74.

A

B

C

D

E

75.

A

B

C

D

E

76.

A

B

C

D

E

E

77.

A

B

C

D

E

D

E

78.

A

B

C

D

E

D

E

79.

A

B

C

D

E

B

C

D

E

BODE
B

C

D

E

BCCIE
C

80.

A

D

E

81.

A

B

C

D

E

C

E

82.

A

B

C

D

E

83.

A

B

C

D

E

84.

A

B

C

D

E

85.

A

B

C

D

E

86.

A

B

C

D

E

87.

A

B

C

D

E

BM
BM
BM
BCDE
BM
C

E

BCC.E
BC
BC

C

0

E

88.

A

B

C

D

E

3

E

89.

A

B

C

D

E

90.

A

B

C

D

E

91.

A

B

C

D

E

B

C

D

E

92.

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

E

93.

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

E

94.

A

B

C

D

E
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS
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7 VPP
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14 VPP
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28 VPP
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10 VPP
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6

7
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O
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15.50 /5.N 111 .0 NC. +11 6V 11.0 +SIM
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OV
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+26V 426V
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00
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41-37720-1

C -150/20011

C510-3 section electrolytic
A -1500/50v
B -1500/50v
C - 200/50v
L120,- quad early prod
L120

quad later prod
L420 - horiz hold
R112 - 100K volume E09-1, E10-1
R112 - 100K volume E09-14
R460 - focus network
R632 -25K color E09-1, -14
R632 - 25K color E10-1

R905 -10K brite E09-1, -14
R905 -10K brite E10-1
R917 -- 25K contrast E09-1, -14
R917 -25K contrast E10-1
C300 horiz vert divide early prod

C300- horiz vert divider later prod
C400 -31.5kHz osc AGC
C600 color control
C602- chrome amp demod
C604 -3.58MHz osc ACC APC
C900- video processing
1270 - 4.5M Hz trap
T350 side pincushion

T400- horiz output
T500 - power E09-1. -14
T500- power E10-1
T502 - low voltage 009-14
C B500 - circuit breaker

VHF E10-1

J*

SYLVANIA PART NO.

A - 100/250v
B -100/250v

tripler HV E09-1, -14
tripler HV E10-1
VHF E09-14

I
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PL300- plug deflect yoke
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E09-1, E10-1
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
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ANTENNA INPUT IMPEDANCE
300 ohm. balanced
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AIRLINE PART NO.

DESCRIPTION

SYMBOL

8254 -10K pot RF AGC

J25635

R266 -1K pot AGC

SCHEMATIC NO.

SCHEMATIC NO.

AIRLINE
TV Model GEN-11765A

1554

AIRLINE
Color TV Model GEN-12985A

1555

R303,

SYLVANIA

SW901 -10K pot volume w/on-off switch
R608 - 100K pot vert hold

1558

R614 - 5K pot vert bias
R624 -50K pot vert size

TV Chassis A16-2,3

R625 -1K pot vert lin

T.01

SYLVANIA

1557

Color TV Chassis E09-1, E10-1

U

0 b.

1.0551. rws

.01 0242771424443

c r.

.4.,

ferr1

24723

''...

.3=4 4=3

4=3

R810- 1K pot contrast
R813 -250K pot brite
R903 -1K pot DC adjust
L301 -coil sound detect
L701 -coil horiz hold
1.801 -coil 4.5MHz trap
T401 - xformer audio output
T601- xformer vert choke
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Jerrold's new
Universal
TV
Remote

Control

The Hottest \ew Proc uct Since The Calculator...
Makes every set
on your floor a
remote control model
O Universal- Attaches to
any set in minutes
Charges channel
instantly
and fine tunes
El Turns set on off

Silent push-button
varactor- diode tuning 12 channels

O Amplifies signal and
eliminates direct pick up ghosts
For homes, apartments, bars,
hotels/motels, schools, hospitals
and nursing homes.

Packaged in a sturdy, colorful, self -selling carton

JERROLD

El

a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company

HEADQUARTERS & EASTERN OFFICE 200 Wttmer Rd., Horsham. Penna 19044. (215) 674-4800
SOUTHERN OFFICE 1 Perimeter Place. Suite 101. Atlanta, Georgia 30339. (404) 432-3102
WESTERN OFFICE 1255 Veterans Blvd., Redwomp,City, Calif. 94063. (4151 365-5050
MIDWESTERN OFFICE 1334 Atlantic Street, Norto Kansas City, Mc. 64116, (815) 842-1555
.
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A new 310 -Type 3.
Made to take

a fall.

The rugged new "drop -resistant,"
hand size Triplett Model 310
Type 3 is priced at just $43.
The latest addition to the rugged
Triplett 310, general purpose, multi range V -O -M family-the Model 31-0,
Type 3-has impressive new ';?lures.
Its case and clear f(1;;? 3,rA IT1Prie

of high impact -resistant plastic.
The low Ohms range Rx1 nas been
fused to protect against damaging
overloads. These two improvements
should eliminate over half of all
repair requirements resulting from
field use damage.

But that's not all. The case of the
new Triplett 310, Type 3 sports an
elegant new non -slip "finger -tread surface finish. The meter movement
brackets and pointer feature a new
rugged design as well as newly
designed lead jacks and Model 10
jack. Added to this, the front range
and tester dial markings are changed
to read easier when used with
Triplett's Model 10 Clamp -on -

(Actual Size)

3. Single range switch; direct
reading AC Amp range to
facilitate clamp -on AC
Ammeter usage.

Ammeter.

Outstanding features:
1. Drop -resistant, hand size
V -O -M with high impact
thermoplastic case.
2. 20,000 Ohms per Volt DC and
5,000 Ohms per Volt AC; diode
overload protection with fused
Rx1 Ohms range.

For more information or a free
demonstration, call your Triplett
distributor or sales representative.
For the name of the representative
nearest you, dial toll free (800) 6459200. New York State, call collect
(516) 294-0990. Triplett Corporation,
Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

The durable new 310, Type 3, self shielded for checking in strong
magnetic fields, is an extra -rugged,
high -torque, bar -ring instrument with
spring back jewels. An interchangeable test prod fits into the top of the
tester, making it a common probe and
freeing one hand. All this for only $48. ALL YOU'LL EVER NEED IN V -0 -M's

TRIPLETT

Triplat. The easy readers.
.

.
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